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Abstract: In general, games pose interesting and complex problems for the implementation of
intelligent agents and are a popular domain in the study of artificial intelligence. In fact, games
have been at the center of some of the most well-known achievements in artificial intelligence.
From classical board games such as chess, checkers, backgammon and Go, to video games such as
Dota 2 and StarCraft II, artificial intelligence research has devised computer programs that can play
at the level of a human master and even at a human world champion level. Planning and learning,
two well-known and successful paradigms of artificial intelligence, have greatly contributed to these
achievements. Although representing distinct approaches, planning and learning try to solve similar
problems and share some similarities. They can even complement each other. This has led to research
on methodologies to combine the strengths of both approaches to derive better solutions. This paper
presents a survey of the multiple methodologies that have been proposed to integrate planning
and learning in the context of games. In order to provide a richer contextualization, the paper also
presents learning and planning techniques commonly used in games, both in terms of their theoretical
foundations and applications.
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1. Introduction

Games have always been widely used as a development and testing environment in the study
of artificial intelligence (AI) in academia [1]. The fact that games are well defined by explicit rules,
vary greatly in the challenges they pose (e.g., the challenges posed by a puzzle game are very different
from those posed by a real time strategy (RTS) game) and that the techniques developed in the domain
of games can be transferred to other research fields (e.g., education, psychology) are some of the aspects
that have greatly contributed to this [1]. While initial research on game AI focused particularly on
classical board games such as chess and checkers, more recently video games have attracted significant
research interest, a fact proven by the several international competitions (e.g., the General Video Game
AI (GVGAI) competition [2], the General Game Playing (GGP) competition [3], and the Geometry
Friends Game AI competition [4]) held annually in multiple international conferences dedicated to
game AI (e.g., the Conference on Games (CoG), formerly Conference on Computational Intelligence and
Games (CIG), the Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Digital Entertainment (AIIDE),
and the International Conference on the Foundations of Digital Games (FDG)). This growing interest
has also been fueled by an increasing commercial interest by the gaming industry on finding solutions
to create games that are more enjoyable, challenging and engaging, and that ultimately provide a
more personalized experience to the human players, in the form of, for example, more sophisticated
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AI (i.e., non-player characters or NPCs) that exhibit more complex behaviors and skills and act more
naturally and human-like [1,5–8].

In terms of academic accomplishments, games have been at the center of some of the most
astonishing and well-known achievements in AI. Ranging from classical board games to video games,
AI research has devised computer programs that can play at human master level and even at human
world champion level. Examples of these achievements include IBM’s Deep Blue [9], the computer
program that defeated the world chess champion in 1997; Chinook [10], the World Man-Machine
Checkers Champion and the first program to win a human world championship in 1994; Logistello [11],
the computer program that defeated the human Othello world champion in 1997; and Quackle,
the computer program that defeated the former Scrabble world champion in 2006 [12]. Other examples
include KnightCap [13] and Meep [14] in chess and TD-Gammon [15] in backgammon, all of which
were able to achieve master level play. More recent examples include the Deep Q-Network (DQN) [16]
algorithm, which achieved human level gameplay and above on several games from the Atari 2600
gaming platform, using raw images as input; AlphaGo [17], the computer program that defeated the
human European Go champion in 2015; OpenAI Five [18], the first AI to defeat the world champions
at an e-sport game, Dota 2, in 2019; and AlphaStar [19], the first AI to defeat a top professional player
in StarCraft II in 2018.

Planning and learning, two well-known paradigms and subfields of AI, have contributed greatly
to these achievements. Planning is concerned with the implementation of computational methods
(or computer programs) that can devise plans (i.e., sequences of actions) in order to achieve a specified
goal or a set of goals, whereas learning is focused on the implementation of computer programs that
automatically improve their performance over time on future tasks by making observations about the
world [12]. While both paradigms have achieved great success in the context of game AI, they both
present some shortcomings. Planning techniques, for example, require a model of the environment as
well as an accurate description of the planning task (e.g., the specification of the actions that can be
performed) to plan, which may not be readily available in more complex environments, such as those
featured in video games [20]. In the case of learning techniques, when dealing with more complex
environments, such as video games, the learning process may become too slow and fail to derive a
solution within a practical time frame, if not provided any guidance (e.g., the agent may spend too
much time exploring suboptimal actions) [21]. Both paradigms can however complement each other,
in the sense that each paradigm may be leveraged to address the shortcomings of the other [22]. This in
turn has led to research on methodologies to combine the two paradigms, leveraging the strengths of
both in order to devise better solutions.

The objective of this paper is therefore to present a survey of the multiple methodologies that have
been proposed to integrate planning and learning in the context of game AI research. The remainder
of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 begins by introducing some of the most common
research topics in game AI. Next, the following two sections are devoted to the presentation of learning
(Section 3) and planning (Section 4), respectively. The objective of these two sections is to present some
of the most well-known and commonly used techniques from both paradigms, particularly in the
context of game AI research. Each of these techniques is briefly presented in terms of its theoretical
foundations and applications in games. Following this discussion, Section 5 presents methodologies
proposed to integrate both planning and learning techniques. These methodologies are discussed
from three main points of view, namely, the integration of planning in order to improve learning and,
conversely, the integration of learning in order to improve planning, and, lastly, the combination of
both techniques to devise better solutions. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions.

While this paper intends to present a review that is as complete as possible, some details will
be skipped during the discussion. The interested reader should refer to the cited papers for more
information. Furthermore, it should be noted that specific aspects such as memory requirements,
algorithmic complexity, learning wall time, and performance rate will not be discussed during the
presentation of the techniques reviewed. There are two main reasons for this. First, including such
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an analysis would imply choosing an appropriate testing subject (i.e., a specific subset of algorithms)
as well as an appropriate testing environment (i.e., a research topic and/or a game genre). This in
turn would require careful thought not only in the choice of the most representative algorithms for
each technique, given that some of these techniques (e.g., reinforcement learning) are characterized
by a thriving (and ever-growing) ecosystem of algorithms, but also to ensure that the techniques
are compared on equal terms, since some research topics and game genres, due to their intrinsic
characteristics, may favor some techniques over others. This level of complexity by itself (not to
mention the relevance and importance of such an analysis) justifies a more appropriate and thorough
study in a dedicated paper. Lastly, the objective of the paper is to present a broad overview of the state
of the art concerning planning and learning research in games, without being specific to any particular
algorithm, research topic, or game genre. The inclusion of this analysis (also because of the reasons
already mentioned) could potentially divert the discussion from this objective by focusing too much
on specific details associated with these aspects.

2. Research Topics in Game AI

This section presents a brief overview of some topics of research in game AI. This intends to be a
cursory introduction to these topics so that the discussion that follows in the remainder of the paper
can be better understood.

2.1. Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment

The goal of Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) is to try to dynamically adapt the various
systems of the game world according to the player’s abilities during the course of a gaming session,
with the objective of increasing enjoyment. In other words, DDA attempts to adjust the difficulty of the
game to match the skill of the player in order to strike a balance between possible boredom (e.g., a highly
skilled player playing a game that is too easy) and potential frustration (e.g., a low/medium skilled
player playing a game that is too hard) [23]. DDA can be achieved via a plethora of different approaches
such as by using models of the player to adjust the AI agents [24], generating levels with the appropriate
difficulty via procedural content generation (presented in Section 2.9) [25], and varying the ‘intelligence’
of the AI agents in order to match the skill of the player [26].

2.2. Game Content Recommendation

Currently, the amount of derived content related to video games can be overwhelming. Players
can buy additional downloadable content (DLCs) to personalize or expand their games, exchange
game items, stream gameplay in online streaming services (e.g., Twitch), or share their interests in
games using social networking services (e.g., Facebook, YouTube). Finding content according to a
player’s preferences can therefore prove to be a difficult task, given the overwhelming amount of
content available. This problem is addressed by Game Content Recommendation (GCR) research
whose goal is to build recommendation systems that can automatically recommend game content to
players according to their preferences, such as via game replays [27].

2.3. General Video Game Playing

The goal of General Video Game Playing (GVGP) is to create AI agents that can play well in a
variety of different games, without having to be specifically programmed or (reprogrammed) to play
any of those games (i.e., the agent does not know in advance which games it will play). This is an
important area of research in game AI, reflected in several competitions, such as the General Video
Game AI competition [2] and the International General Game Playing competition [3].
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2.4. Macromanagement and Micromanagement in RTS games

The objective of the player in an RTS game such as StarCraft, a strategic military combat simulation
that takes place in a science fiction setting, is to build an army and destroy his enemy’s base. This in
turn can be highly challenging in terms of the decision-making process as the player must decide which
resources to collect (i.e., minerals and gas), which units (e.g., workers or combat units) and buildings
(e.g., barracks) to build and in which order, which technologies to pursue, and how to manage the
individual units during combat. In this context, macromanagement (MaM) refers to the management
of resources and unit production (e.g., build order), whereas micromanagement (MiM) refers to the
individual control of units during combat [28].

2.5. Opponent Modeling

Generally speaking, the goal of Opponent Modeling (OM) is to learn a model of the opponent,
based for example on his observed actions or behaviors, in order to try to predict his future actions
and/or recognize his strategies. This model can be learned offline (e.g., [29]), leveraging the existence
of gameplay traces, or online as the game is being played (e.g., [30]). In the context of RTS and fighting
games for example, OM can be used in order to derive AI opponents that are more adaptive to the
actions and strategies of the player and therefore less predictable, less exploitable, and more interesting
and challenging to the human player (e.g., [29–31]).

2.6. Player Modeling

The purpose of Player Modeling (PM) is to learn a model of the player in its many different
possible facets (and according to the purpose of the model) such as the player’s playstyle [32], playing
behavior [33], real world characteristics (e.g., personality traits) [34], playing performance (e.g., game
playing expertise), or entertainment preferences [35]. This model can then be used to personalize game
content according to the player’s personal traits [23], adjust the game’s difficulty dynamically [24],
improve the player’s gaming experience and increase engagement [32], and predict when players will
stop playing the game [33], among many other possible applications.

2.7. Learning from Demonstration

The core idea of Learning from Demonstration (LfD), also referred to as Imitation Learning
among other designations (e.g., Learning from Observation, Behavioral Cloning), is to use experts
(either humans or other artificial agents) to demonstrate to the learning agent how the tasks should be
performed. In other words, the agent learns to perform a task by observing an expert performing that
same task. LfD can be either passive or active. In passive LfD the agent can only observe the actions
of the expert, whereas in active LfD the agent can not only observe the actions of the expert but also
query the expert about specific states. Examples of active LfD can be found in [36,37], whereas [38] is
an example of passive LfD.

2.8. Transfer Learning

Transfer Learning (TL) is similar to generalization between different tasks. The main idea of TL
is to allow the agent to learn new tasks faster by leveraging the previous experience obtained while
solving different (but possibly related) tasks [39]. A survey of TL for Reinforcement Learning domains
can be found in [40].

2.9. Procedural Content Generation

Procedural Content Generation (PCG) is a research area in game AI concerned with the
development of techniques (or algorithms) for the automatic or semi-automatic generation of content
for video games (e.g., game levels) [41]. Content creation plays an important role in the video
game industry and represents a major portion of the development budget effort of most commercial
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games [42]. Most game content is usually generated offline (i.e., during the game development process)
but can also be generated online (i.e., after the game has been shipped). Online PCG opens up new and
interesting possibilities, such as the generation of content tailored according to the player, which in turn
may potentially increase the engagement of the player with the game. As games become increasingly
more complex, the use of PCG techniques to help automate content creation can greatly boost the
efficiency of the game development process. In fact, many commercial games such as Rogue, Diablo,
Torchlight, Spore, Minecraft, and Borderlands have used procedurally generated content [41,42].

2.10. Game Design Support Tools

Game Design Support Tools (GDST) is an umbrella term used here to aggregate work with the
objective of implementing tools or techniques that can be used to improve the efficiency (e.g., in terms
of cost, complexity, and time) of the game design process (excluding work on PCG). Examples of
this include the development of tools to allow the game designer/programmer to create or teach
the intended behaviors to their game AI characters [43] and developing techniques to automate the
playtesting process [44,45].

2.11. Adaptive Game AI

Over time video games have become increasingly more realistic, particularly in terms of the
graphical representation of the virtual world where the game is to take place. However, this sense of
emersion and realism can easily be broken if the inhabitant characters, referred to as NPCs, with whom
the player can or must interact, do not behave in an appropriate manner (e.g., look dumb, lack common
sense, and are predictable). The objective of Adaptive Game AI (AGAI) is therefore to devise techniques
to create high-quality game AI [46]. Some examples of characteristics pursued in high-quality game
AI include the ability to automatically adapt to the player’s strategies and playstyle [46–48], exhibit
natural behavior appropriate to act as companions of the player [49,50], be able to demonstrate complex
general behaviors [5], act in a more human-like manner [6,7], and be more socially believable [8].

3. Learning in Games

Generally, an agent is said to be learning if it improves its performance over time in future
tasks after making observations about the world [12]. Learning encompasses a plethora of different
techniques and has found successful application in game AI, especially in academia, where it has
played an important role in some of the most well-known milestones in AI research. Machine learning
(ML) is the subfield of AI concerned with the development of self-learning systems (e.g., computer
programs or algorithms) that can automatically learn and improve from experience (e.g., by capturing
the knowledge contained in data) [51]. Most, if not all learning techniques (and in particular those
presented in the next subsection) can be categorized as sub-areas of ML. A hands-on introduction to
ML (with Python) can be found in [51].

The purpose of this section is to present a brief overview of the multiple applications of learning in
games. The section is organized as follows. Section 3.1 is devoted to the presentation of some learning
techniques commonly used in games. Next, Section 3.2 presents some overall considerations about the
learning techniques presented in the previous section and learning research in general in the context of
games. Finally, Section 3.3 discusses learning from the point of view of the video game industry.

3.1. Learning Techniques

3.1.1. Supervised and Unsupervised Learning

The goal of Supervised Learning (SL) is to learn a predictive model that can be used to make
predictions about future unseen data; see Figure 1. More formally, given a training dataset composed
of N input-output pairs

{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xN, yN)

}
, where xi is a feature vector in Rd and yi is the

desired output or label obtained via an unknown function y = f (x), the objective of SL is to derive a
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function h that approximates the true function f. When the labels take discrete values (e.g., {yes, no})
the task is referred to as a classification task, otherwise if the labels take continuous values the task is
referred to as regression. Decision Trees and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNNs) are two examples of SL
algorithms. Unsupervised Learning (UL), on the other hand, works with unlabeled data (i.e., the dataset
consists only of the xi feature vectors). The goal of UL is to try to extract meaningful information from
this data (e.g., patterns). K-Means is an example of an UL algorithm. Other examples of learning
algorithms, which can be used to solve both SL and UL tasks, include support vector machines (SVMs)
and artificial neural networks (NNs). NNs are discussed in the next subsection.
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Figure 1. The supervised learning cycle. A labeled dataset (i.e., the training data with the corresponding
labels) is used to train a Supervised Learning (SL) algorithm. The resultant predictive model is used to
make predictions on new yet unseen data.

SL and UL have found a plethora of applications in the domain of game AI research, ranging
from classical board games to video games. A well-known example of this in the domain of classical
board games is Logistello [11,52], the computer program that defeated the human Othello world
champion in 1997. Logistello uses the Generalized Linear Evaluation Model (GLEM) to automatically
find significant features to represent the board positions and derive the evaluation function used to
evaluate them (i.e., assign appropriate weights to those features), via SL.

Concerning video games, SL and UL have been used to address game AI-related tasks as diverse
as control, player characterization, and content recommendation. Examples of work related to
control include General Video Game Playing [53], learning from demonstration in both its active
(or online) [37,54] and passive (or offline) [55] variants, and opponent modeling for both offline learning,
via the use of gameplay traces in RTS games [29,56] and online learning during actual gameplay
in a fighting game [57]. Regarding the characterization of players, these learning techniques have
also been used with the objective of predicting aspects of the players as diverse as playstyle [32],
playing behavior [33], real world characteristics (e.g., gender and personality traits) [34], playing
performance [24], and preferences [27] in order to, for example, adjust the game’s difficulty dynamically
(e.g., [24]), model player retention (e.g., [58,59]), or implement game content recommendation systems
(e.g., [27]).

3.1.2. Neural Networks and Deep Learning

A NN can be thought of as a bio-inspired mathematical model that tries to mimic the way the
human brain works [12]. At a high level a NN is composed of an input layer, one or more hidden
layers, and an output layer, connected in a sequential way such that the output of a layer serves as the
input of the next layer; see Figure 2 (left). In deep learning (DL), a subfield of ML, NNs are usually
composed of many hidden layers and are also referred to as deep NNs (DNNs). Each of these layers in
turn is composed of a set of artificial neurons. An artificial neuron is a computational unit that tries to
mimic the way biological neurons work (e.g., those found in the human brain); see Figure 2 (right).
In a feedforward NN, the simplest NN architecture, each artificial neuron in a layer connects to all
the artificial neurons in the subsequent layer and there are no connections between artificial neurons
within the same layer.
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Figure 2. Depiction of a feedforward neural network (NN) with two hidden layers (left), showing
an artificial neuron in detail (right). Each input xi has an associated weight wi (the bias term b is
associated with weight w0). The activation value of the neuron is given by

∑n
i=1 wixi + w0b which is

then transformed via a nonlinear activation function (e.g., a rectified linear unit or relu) in order to
derive the final output value.

NNs can be trained iteratively via a backpropagation algorithm (e.g., stochastic gradient descent
or SGD) that tries to optimize a loss (or cost) function (e.g., mean squared error or MSE). The main idea
is to compute an error (e.g., the difference between the true or expected values and the output of the
network) and use this error as a signal to update the weights w accordingly, throughout the whole
network (i.e., the error is propagated backwards through the layers of the network). evolutionary
algorithms (EAs), presented in the next subsection, offer yet a different approach to train NNs, often
referred to as neuroevolution. Other well-known DNN architectures include convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs), long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) and
autoencoders. The interested reader may refer to [60] for an introduction to DL (using Python).

NNs and DNNs have found many applications in the domain of game AI research, both in classical
board games and video games. In the domain of classical board games, NNs were used as a way to
reduce the need for expert domain knowledge and also to help automate both the process of discovering
good features to represent the board positions and the process of deriving the evaluation function used
to evaluate those board positions. Examples of this work include game playing programs such as
NeuroGammon [61] and [62] in Backgammon, NeuroDraughts [63] in Draughts, and NeuroChess [64]
and KnightCap [13] in Chess, some of which managed to achieve master-level or near-expert level
play, learning solely via self-play ([62] used SL). In all of the examples given, except [62], the NN was
trained via a reinforcement learning (RL) method (i.e., temporal difference (TD)).

Concerning video games, NNs have found applications as diverse as control and learning a model
of the environment. Examples of work related to control include macromanagement in RTS games [28]
and learning from demonstration, both actively [38] and passively [65]. NNs and, in particular, DNNs
have also been used to learn a model of the environment from raw pixel images. An example of this
is the work in [66], concerned with spatio-temporal prediction (i.e., predicting image frames given
the previous frames and the actions of the agent). More examples are given and discussed later in
Section 5.2.4, during the discussion of DNNs applied to planning. Other application uses of NNs
include extracting player experience from gameplay videos, transfer learning [67], cheat detection [68],
and gameplay recommendation [69].

Finally, the development of new DNN architectures, such as those devised to endow the artificial
agent with attention mechanisms [70], imagination [71], curiosity [72], world models that allow
the agent to ‘hallucinate’ inside its own dreams [73], and human-level coordination strategies [74],
combined with other learning techniques (e.g., RL and EAs) and planning techniques (e.g., Monte
Carlo tree search (MCTS), discussed in Section 4.1.3) may potentially bring AI closer to being able to
create artificial agents that behave more like human beings. Some of this work will be further discussed
in Section 5 (e.g., [71] and [73] are discussed in Section 5.2.4).
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3.1.3. Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms, a subset of evolutionary computing, are a family of metaheuristic
optimization algorithms generally used to solve complex problems (e.g., NP-complete or NP-hard),
whose resolution would be too expensive (e.g., in terms of time or computational resources) or
even impossible to be obtained otherwise [75]. In general, these solutions do not correspond to the
optimal solution but still represent a good approximation to it. EAs are a large family of algorithms,
each representing different approaches to solve optimization problems. Genetic algorithms (GAs),
a well-known family of EAs, draw inspiration from the processes associated with natural selection
(e.g., reproduction, mutation).

The core idea behind GAs is to maintain a set of m candidate solutions (i.e., the population),
which is iteratively refined in order to produce better candidate solutions. Each solution in the
population is referred to as an individual. At each step of this iterative process an offspring containing
k new individuals is derived and added to the population. Each individual in this offspring is obtained
by choosing individuals (or parents) from the population, usually in pairs and according to their fitness
(i.e., how well they solve the problem), and applying recombination via crossover and mutation in
order to derive a new individual combining aspects of both parents. At the end of each step only the m
fittest individuals from the total m + k individuals are kept for the next generation (or population) that
will be used in the subsequent iteration. This process is repeated k times or until a solution considered
good enough is found; see Figure 3.
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A particular family of EAs, referred to as neuroevolution, is specifically tailored to evolve
NNs. Enforced Sub-Populations (ESP), concerned with evolving the weights of the network and
Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT), concerned with evolving not only the weights but
also the topology of the network (by complexification), are two such examples. The interested reader
may find useful resources on neuroevolution in the context of games in the surveys in references [76,77].

EAs have found diverse applications in games, both in classical board games and video games.
In the domain of classical board games, EAs were used, for example, to evolve NN-based agents to
play 9 × 9 Go (e.g., Symbiotic Adaptive Neuro-Evolution (SANE) [78]), chess (e.g., Blondie25 [79]),
and checkers (e.g., Anaconda [80]), some of which were able to achieve master (e.g., Blondie25) or
even expert level play (e.g., Anaconda). EAs were also used to automatically select appropriate
representations for the board positions. An example of this is the checkers-playing agent
LS-VisionDraughts [81].

Concerning video games, EAs have also found multiple application uses, including control,
player characterization, procedural content generation, game customization, and game design support.
Examples of work related to control include imitation learning [82], opponent modeling [31], learning
complex general behavior [5], and solving levels of the Jawbreaker puzzle game [83]. Concerning
player characterization, EAs were used, for example, to model players in terms of their gameplay
experience [84] and entertainment preferences [35]. Regarding the automatic generation of game
content, EAs have been used in tasks as diverse as generating the game itself [85,86], game levels [41,87],
real-time effects [88], and customized graphical content based on the preferences of the players [89,90].
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Automated playtesting is an example of work related to game design support [44,45]. Other applications
of EAs include deriving adaptive game AI characters [46,47], cooperative character behavior [49] and
human-like behavior [6], evolving multi-agent languages [91], automating the selection of appropriate
features in RL problems [92], and enhancing the players’ experience in games where the player must
control many characters in order to achieve some objective [93].

EAs are also very popular in the GVGAI competition, which also provides an EA-based sample
controller. In fact, over the years several EA-based entries have been submitted to the competition
with varying degrees of success [2]. Finally, EAs have also inspired the emergence of new game genres.
The NeuroEvolving Robotic Operatives game (NERO) [94] is an example of this. In NERO, the objective
of the player is to train a team of agents (e.g., an army) through a series of exercises in order to perform
a specific task (e.g., fight against an army of agents trained by another human player). This is possible
due to the real-time NEAT (rtNEAT) [94] algorithm, whose objective is to evolve increasingly more
complex NNs in real-time (i.e., as the game is being played).

3.1.4. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a subfield of ML concerned with the design of agents that learn through
trial and error by interacting with their operating environment [95]. Formally, the RL task is formalized
as a Markov decision process (MDP) defined as a 4-tuple (S, A, P, R), where S denotes a set of
states (i.e., state space), A denotes a set of actions (i.e., action space), P(st+1

∣∣∣st, at) represents the state
transition probabilities (i.e., the probability of transitioning from state st ∈ S to state st+1 ∈ S when
action at ∈ A is performed at time t), and R(s, a) denotes the reward function (i.e., the immediate
reward from taking action a ∈ A in state s ∈ S). Figure 4 depicts the interaction between the agent and
the environment in an MDP.
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environment interact over a sequence of discrete time steps t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . At each time step t the agent
receives a representation of the state of the environment at that time step st and performs an action at.
In response to the action of the agent the environment transitions to the next state st+1. At the next time
step t + 1 the agent receives a numerical value (or reward) rt+1 assessing its performance and uses this
information together with the current state st+1 to choose its next action at+1.

The objective of RL is to find a policy π (i.e., a mapping between states and actions), defined
as π : S×A→ [0, 1

}
if the policy is stochastic or as π : S→ a ∈ A(s) if the policy is deterministic.

The objective of this policy is to maximize the (discounted) return Gt =
∑
∞

k=0 γ
krt+k over time. 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1

is the discount rate and A(s) denotes the set of possible actions in state s. In RL, π can be derived
via two different approaches: value function and policy gradient. In the value function approach,
two different value functions are learned: the state-value function Vπ(s) = Eπ

[∑
∞

k=0 γ
krt+k

∣∣∣st = s
]
,

which computes the expected return when starting in state s and following π thereafter (i.e., the value
of the state), and the action-value function Qπ(s, a) = Eπ

[∑
∞

k=0 γ
krt+k

∣∣∣st = s, at = a
]
, which computes

the expected return when starting in state s, taking action a and following π thereafter (i.e., the value of
taking an action in a specific state). E denotes expectation. These functions can then be used to derive
π, e.g., π(s) = argmaxaQπ(s, a). In problems with large state spaces, such as games, these functions
are usually approximated using NNs, in which case RL is also referred to as deep RL (DRL). Policy
gradient methods on the other hand approximate π directly.
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Finally, RL methods are catalogued as model-based or model-free, depending respectively on
whether they use a model of the environment or not. Q-Learning [96,97] is a well-known example
of a model-free RL algorithm. Q-Learning belongs to the family of TD learning (TDL) methods
and estimates the Q-values as Q(st, at) = Q(st, at) + α[rt + γmax

b
Q(st+1, b) −Q(st, at)], where α is the

learning rate and δt = rt + γmax
b

Q(st+1, b) −Q(st, at) refers to the temporal error. Value Iteration (VI)

is a well-known model-based RL algorithm. Model-based RL algorithms can also be thought of as
planning algorithms, since they use a model of the environment to simulate actions in order to learn
their long-term consequences. Model-based RL is further discussed in Section 5.2.1. Refer to [95] for
an in-depth introduction to RL.

Similarly to the learning techniques already discussed, RL has found multiple application uses
both in classical board games and video games. Concerning classical board games and additionally
to the work already presented in Section 3.1.2 (when presenting applications of NNs in this game
genre) more application examples of RL (both in its tabular form and using NNs, i.e., DRL) in this field
include TD-net [98] and TD-Gammon [15] in backgammon, Meep [14] in chess, and Samuel’s work
in checkers [99], some of which achieved master level play (e.g., TD-Gammon, Meep). The reasons
behind using RL techniques to tackle this game genre remain the same as before (i.e., reduce the need
for expert domain knowledge and help automate both the discovery of good features to represent
the board positions and the process of deriving the evaluation functions used to evaluate them).
Additionally, RL was also used as a successful alternative to search techniques (e.g., Minimax), in games
where these methods suffered from poor performance (e.g., backgammon).

Concerning video games, RL has found multiple and diverse application uses. DRL, in particular,
has become quite successful in this domain, since the introduction of DQN [16], a well-known algorithm
that managed to achieve human level gameplay and above on several games from the Atari 2600
gaming platform, using raw images as input. Examples of this include work in areas as diverse
as deriving adaptive AI agents in RTS games [48], developing natural behaviors for companion
NPCs [50], blocking and overtaking in car racing games [100], learning from demonstration [101–103],
simultaneous learning (i.e., human feedback is introduced during the RL process) [104,105], simulating
crowds [8], procedural content generation [106], and solving the micromanagement task in RTS
games [107,108].

Other relevant (and interesting) work includes research on intrinsic motivation [109–111], curiosity
via intrinsic rewards generated by the agent itself [112], curriculum learning (i.e., training the
agent on increasingly more complex tasks starting from simpler ones) [113], imagination [114],
and diverse research in multi-agent environments such as devising coordination strategies in mixed
cooperative-competitive environments [115], the use of tools and coordination between agents in
competitive settings (with self-supervised auto curriculum) [116], and learning complex skills in simple
environments via multi-agent competition [117]. Other recent successes of DRL include OpenAI
Five [18], the first AI to defeat the world champions at an e-sport game, Dota 2, in 2019; AlphaStar [19],
the first AI to defeat a top professional player in StarCraft II in 2018; and human-level play in the 3D
multiagent first person shooter (FPS) video game Quake III Arena in capture-the-flag mode [118].

3.1.5. Other Learning Techniques

Other learning techniques not discussed in the previous subsections include probabilistic models,
case-based reasoning (CBR), and dynamic scripting (DS), which are briefly presented next.

Probabilistic Models

Probabilistic models provide a methodology to model and reason (i.e., derive conclusions) about
(possibly very complex) systems with incomplete information or uncertainty (e.g., partially observable
environments) [119]. A probabilistic model is composed of a set of random variables which model the
aspects that characterize the system, and in particular those which are relevant to the reasoning task,
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and the corresponding joint distributions representing the interrelationships between these random
variables. Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) provide a methodology to encode probabilistic models
compactly in the form of a graph by exploiting the structure of the distribution (i.e., its independence
properties). Bayesian networks (BNs), also referred to as belief networks, and Markov networks (MNs)
are two examples of PGMs. A comprehensive introduction to graphical models can be found in [119].

Examples of applications of PGMs in the domain of game AI research include opponent modeling
in adventure games [120] and RTS games [121–123], and micromanagement in RTS games [124,125].
PGMs have also been used as a game design support tool. An example of this is the work in [43],
which proposes a tool to allow game designers to describe, create, tune, and teach (via imitation)
different behaviors to NPCs in a first person shooter (FPS) game. These tasks are usually related to
imitation learning to some degree or even explicitly (e.g., [43,124]). In general, the parameters of the
PGMs are learned via replay data or logs of gameplay traces, usually from human players.

Case-Based Reasoning

Case-based reasoning is one of the five paradigms of machine learning [126]. The core idea of CBR
is to represent knowledge in terms of previously experienced situations (i.e., problem situations) or
cases and then use these cases to solve new situations. More concretely, the CBR cycle is composed of
four processes [127]: retrieve, reuse, revise, and retain. During the retrieve phase, given a new situation
a similar case is retrieved from the knowledge-base (or case-base) of previous cases. Next, in the reuse
phase the retrieved case is adapted as needed according to the new situation in order to derive a
solution. This solution is tested during the revise phase and repaired accordingly in case it fails to solve
the situation. The final step is the retain phase where the solutions found to be useful are retained in
the knowledge-base for future reuse. An introduction to the foundations of CBR can be found in [127].

CBR has found application in multiple game genres such as classical board games, adventure
games and team sports in the context of several different tasks such as puzzle-solving and real-time
agent coordination [128]. CBR has also been used in the domain of RTS games. Examples of this
include macromanagement [128,129], micromanagement [130], opponent modelling [131], and transfer
learning between different game scenarios [39].

Dynamic Scripting

Dynamic scripting [132,133] is an unsupervised online learning technique designed to address
both the problems of complexity (i.e., designers must account for all possible in-game situations when
designing game AI) and adaptability (i.e., AI should respond accordingly to the changes occurring
in the game), most prevalent when using scripts to implement game AI. The core idea in DS is to
maintain several rulebases, one for each opponent type in the game, containing manually designed
rules. At the start of an encounter, a new script is generated for each opponent, by randomly selecting
a specified number of rules from its associated rulebase. The probability of selecting a rule depends
on its associated weight. The learning process, inspired by RL, consists of updating the weights of
the rules employed, according to their contribution to the final outcome, upon the completion of an
encounter (i.e., the weight of each rule is increased or decreased according to whether that rule led to
success or failure, respectively).

The practical applicability of DS as an unsupervised online learning tool, more specifically
concerning the generation of adaptive opponents at runtime, was assessed in the context of role
playing games (RPGs), using both a simulated and a commercial game [132,133]. DS was also used
in the context of other game genres, such as RTS games. An example of this is the work in [134],
which leverages DS to implement the game AI (the tactics used as rules in the rulebases were evolved
offline using an EA).
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3.2. Discussion

The previous subsection presented some learning techniques used in the context of game AI and
highlighted the different application uses of these techniques in the domain of games. An interesting
observation that can be derived from that discussion is the role that learning techniques have played
in the context of classical board games, not only as a way of reducing the need for expert domain
knowledge and automating some implementation details (e.g., the discovery of features to represent
the board positions and the implementation of the evaluation functions used to evaluate them) but
also as a successful alternative to search techniques (e.g., Minimax) in games where these techniques
suffered from poor performance (e.g., backgammon). In addition, some of these techniques seem to
have gained a lot of popularity in solving particular tasks (e.g., EAs in PCG and SL/UL in PM).

Another interesting fact is the prolific integration of DL with both RL and EAs. Since the success
of the DQN algorithm, DRL research has gained significant popularity and is currently one of the
most popular techniques of choice. In fact, over the years multiple simulation frameworks, such as the
Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) [135], VizDoom [136], MuJoCo [137], and Unity’s ML-Agents
Toolkit [138], have been developed with the purpose of providing challenging environments and
benchmarks for DRL research. Furthermore, most research dealing, for example, with endowing AI
agents with human-like capabilities such as curiosity, inner motivation, dreaming, and imagination is
based on DRL techniques.

In the case of EAs, neuroevolution is a clear proof of the impact caused by DL in the field.
Neuroevolution in turn has pushed the boundaries of DL by devising algorithms that can not only
train NNs but also build them (e.g., rtNEAT). Neuroevolution has also proven to be a competitive
alternative to DRL as attested by Open AI’s work in MuJoCo and Atari [139], further enriching the
range of possible technical solutions. Table 1 presents an overall comparison of the different learning
techniques presented in terms of some of the most relevant aspects that a researcher/practitioner may
(or should) take into account when deciding on which technique to use to solve a specific problem
related to game AI (or even other kinds of domain).

Table 1. Table presenting a comparison of the different learning techniques discussed. The different
aspects comprising the comparison are scored according to an overall score, as these values may
differ according to specific algorithms (or variations thereof), research topics, or even game genres.
The acronyms used stand for respectively: Domain Expertise Required (DER), Requires a Training
Dataset (RTD), Interpretability of the Trained Model (ITM) and Authorial Control (AC). In the table,
(1) is used to denote that the need for a training dataset depends on the training method used to train
the NNs.

Tech. DER RTD ITM AC Popularity

SL/UL medium/high yes low medium high
DL low/medium (1) low low/ medium very high
EA low/medium no low low/ medium very high
RL low/medium no low low/ medium very high

PGM high yes medium/ high medium medium
CBR medium/high yes medium/ high medium low/medium
DS high no high very high low/medium

Regardless of this, all of these techniques have found application in the context of games. Table 2
(found at the end of this subsection) presents a brief summary of some of these applications. Section 5
will present even more examples (including some of the most recent milestones in AI history) of the
application of these learning techniques in combination with planning techniques.
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Table 2. Table presenting some of the most common game AI research topics together with examples
of proposed implementations using the learning techniques discussed. To ease the readability of the
table the acronyms of the research topics are repeated here. Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA),
Game Content Recommendation (GCR), General Video Game Playing (GVGP), macromanagement
(MaM), micromanagement (MiM), Opponent Modeling (OM), Player Modeling (PM), Learning from
Demonstration (LfD), Transfer Learning (TL), Procedural Content Generation (PCG), Game Design
Support Tools (GDST) and Adaptive Game AI (AGAI).

Research Topics Learning Techniques

DDA SL/UL [23,24], DL [140], EA [25]
GCR SL/UL [27], DL [69]

GVGP SL/UL [53]
MaM/MiM PGM [124,125], CBR [129,130], DL [28], RL [107,108]

OM PGM [121–123], CBR [131], SL/UL [29,56,57], EA [31]
PM SL/UL [24,32–34,58,59], EA [35,84]
LfD PGM [43,124], SL/UL [37,54,55], DL [38,65], EA [82], RL [101–105]
TL CBR [39], DL [67]

PCG EA [41,85–90], RL [106]
GDST PGM [43], EA [44,45]
AGAI EA [5,6,46,47,49], RL [8,48,50], DS [132–134]

Overall, learning has achieved significant success in game AI and has made important contributions
to some of the most well-known milestones in AI research, such as Logistello, TD-Gammon, DQN,
and more recently OpenAI Five and AlphaStar. As illustrated by these achievements, AI agents
are beginning to reach and even surpass human players in some of the most complex video game
environments. Learning techniques have also contributed to the enrichment of the gaming ecosystem
by fostering new game genres such as NERO. Despite all of these achievements, there is still much
work to do in several areas, concerning, for example, the development of techniques to increase data
efficiency and significantly speed-up the learning process, particularly in more complex environments
such as RTS games, transfer learning between different or related tasks, and devising AI agents that
act in a way that is more natural and similar to human players. Further integration with planning
techniques may prove to be helpful in dealing with some of these issues (some examples of this are
given in Section 5). In addition, there is a need to bridge the gap between the exploits and advancements
derived in academia and their adoption by the video game industry, as discussed in the next subsection.

3.3. Learning in Commercial Games

Despite the great success and many achievements of learning in academia, the gaming industry has
remained somewhat reluctant to adopt some of these techniques (e.g., DL and DRL), particularly when
it comes to modeling agent behaviors. One possible explanation for this may be the lack of expertise of
the game designers/programmers concerning some of the techniques developed in academia (e.g., DRL,
DL, EAs, PGMs). Budget or time constraints are another possible explanation. In fact, it is estimated
that only 20% of all computing resources are available to develop the game AI and, of these, a large
portion is spent tuning rudimentary AI behavior, such as maneuvering in the game environment [42].

Yet another explanation may be the tradeoff between authorial control and autonomy. While it can
be said that some games and even game genres (e.g., RTS games) thrive on autonomy (e.g., to deliver
challenging opponents) it is also true that others purposely minimize autonomy in order to deliver a
specific experience to their players (e.g., World of Warcraft) [141]. Furthermore, even when autonomy
is desirable, if the AI agent is not properly constrained it can exhibit unpredictable (also referred
to as emergent) or inappropriate behavior not anticipated by the game designers/programmers.
Such unanticipated behavior in turn may ruin the whole gaming experience. Since AI agents based on
NNs, for example, are black boxes for the most part, debugging and preventing such behavior may
prove to be a hard task [142]. Of course, these issues do not apply equally to all learning techniques
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(e.g., DS generates human-readable scripts that can be manually verified). Overall (and attending to
the reasons above), implementing learning in games, whether offline or online, increases the difficulty
of implementing and testing the game.

Despite this, learning techniques (NNs in this case) have been used in commercial games such
as Black & White from Lionhead Studios (where the objective of the player is to teach and train his
own creature) [143] and Supreme Commander 2 (to control the fight or flight behavior of AI controlled
platoons) [142] with some degree of success. The use of learning techniques is however not confined
to the task of modeling the behaviors of the agents. In fact, these techniques have also been used
in the video game industry to help improve the gaming experience of commercial video games via
data analytics. Examples of this include the use of ML techniques to cluster players in Battlefield:
Bad Company 2 using game telemetry and to create models of the players from gameplay traces
both in terms of their performance in World of Warcraft [141] and playing behavior in Tomb Raider:
Underworld [33].

4. Planning in Games

Planning is a subfield of AI concerned with the study and implementation of computational
methods to devise plans (i.e., find and organize actions) in order to achieve (as best as possible) a
specified goal or a set of goals [12]. Another way of defining planning is to think of it as the simulation
of possible future interactions with the real environment using an internal model of this environment
(or forward model) to learn the long-term consequences of actions [144]. Planning has found successful
application in game AI, both in academia and in the video game industry, and has also played an
important role in some of the most well-known milestones in AI research

The purpose of this section is to present a brief overview of the many applications of planning
in games. The section is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents some planning techniques
commonly used in games. Next, Section 4.2 presents some overall considerations about the planning
techniques presented in the previous section and planning research in general in the context of
games. Finally, Section 4.3 presents a brief discussion of planning from the point of view of the video
game industry.

4.1. Planning Techniques

4.1.1. Search Tree Algorithms

From the perspective of an AI agent, problem-solving can sometimes be simplified by adopting a
goal and trying to satisfy it. A goal (i.e., a set of world states in which the goal is satisfied) in turn
can be achieved via a sequence of actions (i.e., a solution) leading from the initial state to the goal
state. The process of deriving this sequence of actions is referred to as search and can be solved
algorithmically (e.g., via an algorithm that takes as input the problem and outputs the solution) [12].
Once a solution has been found it can be used to guide the actions of the agent in order to solve the
problem. Search algorithms work by considering several possible action sequences (i.e., solutions),
starting from an initial state. This process can be seen as effectively constructing a search tree, rooted at
the initial state, whose branches correspond to actions and whose nodes represent the states in the
state space of the problem.

More specifically, the search process is carried out as follows. Starting from the root (initial state),
the search algorithm tests the current node (or state) against the goal and stops if the goal has been
reached. Otherwise, the algorithm expands the current state by performing each of the legal actions
in that state and adding the resulting states as its child nodes. The set of (leaf) nodes available for
expansion is referred to as the frontier or open list. The search algorithm continues to expand nodes on
the frontier until a solution has been found or until there are no more nodes to expand; see Figure 5a.
Some examples of this family of algorithms are briefly presented next (more details can be found
in [12]).
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into two new (child) states s1 and s2 (the frontier) derived by performing actions a1 and a2, respectively;
(b) A minimax tree. White nodes are max nodes (max’s turn is depicted with a solid line) whereas
grey nodes are min nodes (min’s turn is depicted with a dashed line). Terminal nodes (squares) show
the utility values for max. The remaining nodes show their minimax values. Max’s best move at the
root is a2 (highest minimax value of 7), given that it is assumed that min plays optimally (i.e., tries
to minimize max’s score) and will therefore choose to perform action a6 (lowest minimax value of 7).
The branches of the tree can be thought of as corresponding to the strategies that both max (solid lines)
and min (dashed lines) can choose from.

Minimax and Alpha-Beta

In the case of multi-agent competitive environments, such as games, where the goals of the agents
conflict with each other, a new kind of search problem arises, referred to as adversarial search. Minimax
and Alpha-Beta search are two well-known examples of this family of search methodologies. At a
very high level, Minimax considers games where two players, called max and min, respectively, play
optimally (taking turns). Max prefers to move to states of maximum value, whereas min prefers states
with minimum value. This process builds a minimax tree; see Figure 5b. However, as the number of
possible moves each player can choose from (i.e., the branching factor) increases, this tree can grow
exponentially, hindering the search process. One way to avoid this problem is to still compute this
minimax tree without considering every node in the game tree. This is the core idea behind Alpha-Beta
search. In Alpha-Beta search, branches that cannot influence the final decision are pruned from the tree.

Minimax and Alpha-Beta found widespread application in the context of classical board games.
Some examples of this were already mentioned in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4 and include, for example,
KnightCap [13] and Meep [14] in chess, Logistello [11] in Othello, and Samuel’s work in checkers [99].
These techniques also contributed to some of the most well-known milestones in game AI research,
such as IBM’s Deep Blue [9] in chess and Chinook [10] in checkers. However, the good results obtained
by these approaches relied heavily on the use of human expert domain knowledge to devise good
heuristics to prune the search space and hand-craft the features to represent the board positions and
the evaluation functions used to evaluate them [145,146]. As game AI research moved on to tackle
increasingly more complex games such as backgammon, Go, and video games (e.g., RTS games),
lacking good known heuristics or featuring larger branching factors, uncertainty, or partial observability,
for example, these techniques lost much of their relevance and were replaced by other algorithms such
as MCTS (presented in Section 4.1.3) in Go [146] and RL in backgammon [15], more suited to deal with
these challenges. Nevertheless, some authors have explored the use of these techniques in some of
these more complex scenarios. An example of this is the work in [147], where the authors propose the
Alpha-Beta Considering Durations (ABCD) algorithm, an Alpha-Beta search variant devised to deal
with RTS combat scenarios.
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A*

A* is a well-known best-first search algorithm that incorporates a heuristic function h(n) in its
evaluation function f (n) = g(n) + h(n), used to evaluate nodes (or states). In this context g(n) denotes
the cost to reach a node, whereas h(n) is used to approximate the cost of reaching the goal from
the specified node. A* and its many variants have found successful application in the domain of
video games. Examples of this include cooperative pathfinding for real-time environments (e.g., RTS
games) [148], realistic path finding that accounts for the different sizes and terrain traversal capabilities
of the units [149], and deriving NPC characters with adaptive and more human-like behavior and
strategic planning capabilities in RTS games [150]. A* has also been used as a game design support
tool to train and author NPC behaviors for open-world video games via player or game designer
demonstration [151] and to help verify and tune levels in platformer games) [152]. Finally, A* has also
been used for control. An example of this is the successful A*-based controller that was used to play a
version of the Super Mario Bros video game [153].

4.1.2. Hierarchical Task Networks

Hierarchical task network (HTN) planning decomposes a planning problem into a set of tasks
(e.g., activities or processes) [154]. These tasks can be either primitive, in which case they correspond
to an action that may be performed by the planning operators, or non-primitive, in which case they
must be decomposed into a set of smaller subtasks, using methods. During the planning procedure,
all non-primitive tasks are decomposed recursively into increasingly smaller subtasks until primitive
tasks are reached.

More formally, a task network is defined as a pair w = (U, C), where U is a set of task nodes and
C is a set of constraints. Each constraint in C specifies a requirement that must be satisfied by every
plan that is a solution to the planning problem. In this context, a task is defined as t(r1, . . . ,rk), where t
is a task symbol and r1, . . . , rk are terms. The task is said to be primitive if t is an operator symbol
and non-primitive otherwise. A method is defined as a 4-tuple m = (name(m), task(m), subtasks(m),
constr(m)), where name(m) is an expression of the form n(x1, . . . ,xk), task(m) is a non-primitive task
and the 2-tuple (subtasks(m), constr(m)) is a task network. In the expression n(x1, . . . ,xk), n is a unique
method symbol and x1, . . . , xk are all the variable symbols that occur anywhere in m. A graphical
depiction of an HTN method is presented in Figure 6.
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HTNs have found diverse applications in game AI. One such example concerns the problem of 
deriving agents that act in a more natural way. Examples of this include creating believable NPCs in 
serious games [7], generating characters with dynamic behavior in real-time video games [155], and 
deriving agents that can act has companions of the human player in Minecraft [156]. Other application 

Figure 6. Depiction of the decomposition of task kill-enemy (i.e., kill the enemy e1 using gun g1)
into the subtasks aim-gun(g1, e1) and shoot-gun(g1) via the hierarchical task network (HTN) method
use-gun. In this case the agent must first aim the gun before shooting it at the enemy. The order of
precedence is depicted by the rightward-pointing arrow. This decomposition forms an AND branch of
the decomposition tree. A decomposition tree is a tree structure that represents derivations of plans
and results from the combination of these AND-branches.

HTNs have found diverse applications in game AI. One such example concerns the problem of
deriving agents that act in a more natural way. Examples of this include creating believable NPCs
in serious games [7], generating characters with dynamic behavior in real-time video games [155],
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and deriving agents that can act has companions of the human player in Minecraft [156]. Other
application uses include tasks as diverse as strategic coordination of teams of agents [157,158],
endowing agents with planning capabilities in fighting games [159], computing plans offline that
can be used as game scripts [160], interactive storytelling using a model of personality traits [161],
and macromanagement in RTS games [162]. HTN planners have also been used in commercial games
such as Killzone 3 and Transformers 3: Fall of Cybertron [155].

4.1.3. Monte Carlo Tree Search

Monte Carlo tree search [146] combines tree search with Monte Carlo (MC) evaluation and is
an example of decision-time planning. The core idea in MCTS is to iteratively grow a tree that
accumulates value estimates obtained from MC simulations. These estimates are used to direct
subsequent simulations towards more promising trajectories, making the tree effectively asymmetric.
The basic implementation of MCTS is composed of four steps [95]: selection, expansion, simulation,
and backup. Starting from the current node (or state), referred to as the root node, and during the
selection step, the tree policy traverses the tree until a leaf node is reached. In the expansion step, one or
more child nodes are added to this leaf node, further expanding the three. These child nodes consist
of states that can be reached from the leaf node via yet unexplored actions. Next, in the simulation
step, a complete episode is simulated, starting from the selected node or one of its newly-added child
nodes. A rollout policy is used to select the actions during this simulation. Finally, during the backup
step, the return generated by the simulated episode is backed up to update the statistics of the nodes
traversed by the tree policy during the current iteration; see Figure 7.
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These four steps continue to be executed (always starting from the root node) until no more time
is left or some other computational resource is exhausted, at which time MCTS chooses an action
according to some method that depends on the statistics accumulated in the root node (e.g., the action
having the highest action value or the action with the largest visit count). Several methods can be
used to implement both the tree and rollout policies. A popular implementation of the tree policy is
the selection rule used by the upper confidence bounds (UCB) applied to trees (UCT) [163] algorithm
(a variant of MCTS), defined as:

a∗ = argmax
a∈A(s)

Q(s, a) + C

√
lnN(s)
N(s, a)

, (1)

where, for a given action a and state s, the statistics accumulated during the simulations are used to
derive respectively: Q(s,a), the average reward obtained for a given action a; N(s,a), the number of times
action a has been performed in state s; and N(s), the number of times state s has been visited. C is a
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constant (also called the exploration constant) used to balance exploration and exploitation. a* denotes
the action that is selected. The rollout policy is commonly implemented via a uniform random selection
policy. Over time many different implementations have been proposed for these policies, as well
as multiple variations and enhancements to the MCTS algorithm. A survey can be found in [164].
Section 5.2.5 also presents some of this work, in particular that concerning the combination of MCTS
with several learning techniques in the context of games.

In the domain of game AI research MCTS was first applied to the game of Go where it achieved
very good results (i.e., Crazy Stone [146] in 9× 9 Go). MCTS and its variants (e.g., UCT) eventually led
to master level play in Go (e.g., MoGo [145] in 9× 9 Go) and currently are used as the base of most of
the strongest Go programs [165]. These early successes contributed to the popularity of MCTS and
its subsequent use to solve a plethora of different challenges in many other game genres. Examples
of this include ad-hoc teamwork coordination [166], solving cooperative problems with no prior
knowledge [167], dynamically adjusting the difficulty of games [26,168], generating agents that exhibit
a more human-like playing style [169,170], micromanagement in RTS games [162,171–173], generating
personas for NPCs in fighting games [174], opponent modeling [175], and controlling several agents in
constrained learning scenarios applied to serious games [176].

In addition, MCTS has also been used as a sample controller in several competitions such as
the Fighting Game AI competition and the General Video Game AI competition. In fact, MCTS has
been quite successful in the latter: the winners of the 2016 and 2017 GVGAI Single Player Planning
Championship were based on MCTS [177]. More examples of the use of MCTS in GVGP include the
work in [178] and [179].

4.1.4. Classical Planning

Planning problems are usually described via a conceptual model and in particular by the model of
state-transition systems, defined as a 4-tuple Σ = (S,A,E,γ) [154]. In the previous definition, S is the set
of states, A is the set of actions (i.e., transitions controlled by the plan executor), E is the set of events
(i.e., transitions not controlled by the plan executor), and γ: S × A × E→ 2S is a state-transition function.
The planning problem may be simplified by restricting this model via a set of restrictive assumptions
such as by assuming that S is finite, Σ is fully observable, actions are instantaneous, or that the planner
is not concerned with any changes that might occur in Σ while it is planning.

A family of planning techniques referred to as classical planning assumes a set of eight such
assumptions and considers a restricted model of a fully observable, finite, deterministic, and static
system with restricted goals and implicit time (i.e., Σ = (S,A,γ)). Another such family is neoclassical
planning. Neoclassical planning still deals with restricted models but has introduced new techniques
to the planning domain, such as planning-graph techniques, which introduce the planning-graph
as a reachability structure in the state space, propositional satisfiability techniques, which treat
planning as a satisfiability problem, and constraint satisfaction techniques, which view planning as a
constraint satisfaction problem [154]. The term Automated Planning (AP) will be used henceforth to
designate both classical and neoclassical planning. Finally, several components of the planning problem
(e.g., the actions and the model of the world) are usually expressed via a planning representation
language such as the Stanford Research Institute Problem Solver (STRIPS) [180], the Action Description
Language (ADL) [181], and the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [182]; see Figure 8.

Planning techniques dealing with restricted models, such as those discussed previously, are not
well suited to cope with challenges such as uncertainty, partial observability, actions with different
timespans, or several agents acting simultaneously, common in most video game environments. In fact,
their restrictive assumptions exclude these environments. Furthermore, planning representation
languages such as PDDL may not be expressive enough. For example, PDDL does not account for the
creation or deletion of objects, such as units or buildings in RTS games. This has led to the proposal of
several extensions to relax the restrictions imposed on the conceptual model (e.g., the Goal Oriented
Action Planner, or GOAP [183], and Layered GOAP, or LGOAP [150]) and to the integration with
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techniques borrowed from other AI research fields, such as learning techniques (discussed in Section 5).
In addition, several extensions have been proposed to augment PDDL, concerning, for example,
the creation and deletion of objects and the use of concurrent actions [184]. Furthermore, new planning
languages specific to games have also emerged. An example of this is ABL (A Behavior Language) [185],
a reactive planning language designed with the objective of authoring believable agents.
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These progresses in turn have allowed AP techniques to find several applications in game
AI. Examples of this include deriving agents that can reason about several goals simultaneously
(e.g., macro and micromanagement in RTS games) [186], macromanagement in RTS games [187],
implementing believable agents [188], deriving more adaptive and challenging AI opponents [189,190],
control and coordination of NPCs [191], real-time generation of narratives in interactive storytelling
systems [192,193] and [194] (also supporting intentionality and conflict), and adapting human-authored
game plotlines offline for role-playing games according to the player’s entertainment preferences [195].

4.1.5. Other Planning Techniques

Other planning techniques not discussed in the previous subsections include rapidly-exploring
random trees (RRTs), case-based planning (CBP), and behavior trees (BTs), briefly presented next.

Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees

Rapidly-exploring random trees [196] are an efficient data structure and sampling scheme designed
to enable quick search in high-dimensional spaces. The key idea is to bias the exploration of the
search space towards large unexplored regions by randomly sampling points in space to incrementally
construct a search tree that is biased to grow towards these yet unexplored areas. This enables RRTs to
rapidly explore and uniformly cover the search space. RRTs have found many applications in game AI.
Examples of this include implementing more realistic path planning in RTS games (i.e., the motion
constraints of the agents, e.g., vehicles are taken into account) [197], solving NPC companion decision
problems in the RPG game Pokémon [198], and solving individual levels of the physics-based platform
game Geometry Friends (GF) [199]. RRTs have also been used as a game design support tool. Examples
of work in this direction include automating level design [200,201], visualizing and exploring stealth
paths in 2D game levels [202], and simulating player behavior in order to explore, test, and tune game
levels in platformer games [152]. Finally, RRTs were also used as a tool to evaluate the expressiveness
and solution planning capabilities of the action game modeling language HyPED [203].

Case-Based Planning

Case-based planning merges ideas from classical planning with ideas from CBR (already discussed
in Section 3.1.5). Similarly to CBR, the core idea of CBP is to reuse past experience (or cases), in this
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case encoded in the form of plans, in order to solve new (planning) problems. CBP can therefore
be seen as a combination of planning and learning [204,205]. However, in the context of games the
use of plans may complicate the CBP cycle, particularly in highly dynamic environments such as
RTS games, where generating the solution to the problem (i.e., deriving a plan via the CBP cycle)
cannot be decoupled from solving the problem (i.e., executing the plan) and plans may fail during
execution due to, for example, inaccuracies in the model of the environment. The On-Line Case-Based
Planning (OLCBP) framework [205] proposes a solution to this problem by augmenting the CBP cycle
(the OLCBP cycle) in order to incorporate the monitorization of the execution of plans.

Some examples of the use of CBP in the context of game AI include research work aiming to
obtain character diversity in terms of behavior (based on plan diversity) [206] and work concerned
with endowing the artificial agent with the capability of providing meaningful explanations to its
actions [207]. Yet more examples include learning from demonstration [208,209] and opponent
modeling in the context of RTS games [210].

Behavior Trees

Behavior trees were developed in the video game industry as an alternative to finite state machines
(FSMs) in order to increase modularity in the control structures of NPCs. BTs provide a way to structure
task execution (i.e., switching between different tasks) based on conditions and observations and allow
the creation of complex systems that are both modular and reactive [211]. Similar to the techniques
already discussed, BTs have found several applications in game AI. One of these applications concerns
supporting game design. Examples of this include work focused on allowing developers to modify
existing AI behaviors dynamically and adapt the driver’s getaway AI to the players’ skills in the game
Driver San Francisco [212], and work on emotional BTs, an extension to BTs that incorporates emotions
into the decision-making process of the agents [213]. BTs have also been used to implement dynamic
difficulty adjustment in FPS games via the development of adaptive companions that analyze the
player’s experience and behave accordingly [214]. Finally, several methodologies have been proposed
to automatically design BTs using different learning techniques, such as EAs [215,216] and RL [217].

4.2. Discussion

The previous subsection presented some planning techniques used in the context of game AI.
The discussion also highlighted the different degrees of adoption and success of these techniques in
the domain of games. An interesting point to make in this regard is that while some of the techniques
mentioned were tailored specifically for games (e.g., Minimax and MCTS), others were borrowed
from other research fields (e.g., CBP, HTNs, and Automated Planning) and consequently had to be
extended to cope with the specificities inherit to the virtual environments where games take place,
such as uncertainty and partial observability. AP techniques are among those that suffered the most in
terms of adoption because of this, although several extensions have been proposed in order to address
these difficulties.

Another interesting observation is that while some of these techniques were specifically tailored
for games, their different underlying approaches have had a significant impact on their applicability.
Minimax and Alpha-Beta are such examples. While having enjoyed large success in classical board
games, as fundamental pieces of some of the most well-known milestones in AI (e.g., IBM’s Deep
Blue and Chinook), when faced with game environments featuring large branching factors or lacking
good heuristics such as in Go, uncertainty such as in backgammon, and continuous and/or real time
decision making such as in RTS games, some of their underlying limitations ended up being exposed
and ultimately proved to be an obstacle to their adoption in more complex games and different
game genres. MCTS on the other hand, while initially applied to the game of Go, where it achieved
great success, proved to be more extensible and has gained significant popularity and applications
in other game genres, such as RTS games. A final interesting remark concerns the use of planning
techniques (i.e., HTNs and MCTS) in the domain of virtual reality and, more specifically, serious
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games. It should be expectable to see more examples of the integration of planning in the domain of
virtual, augmented, and mixed reality in the future. Similarly to what was done regarding learning
techniques, Table 3 presents an overall comparison concerning the different planning techniques
presented. Again, the aspects used for the comparison represent some of the relevant questions that
researchers/practitioners may ask themselves when deciding on which technique to use to solve a
specific problem related to game AI.

Table 3. Table presenting a comparison between the different planning techniques discussed. Similarly
to what was done previously, while presenting a similar comparison for learning techniques and due
to the same reasons, the aspects comprising the comparison are scored according to an overall score.
The acronyms used stand for respectively: Requires a Planning Technique (RPL), Complexity of the
Forward Model (CFM), Is Anytime Planning (ANTP), Integration with Learning (IWL), and Domain
Expertise Required (DER). In the table ‘—‘ is used to denote that the aspect is not applicable to
that technique.

Tech. RPL CFM ANTP IWL DER

Search Tree no low/medium no easy medium/high
HTN yes high no hard high

MCTS no low/medium yes easy low/medium
AP yes high no hard high

RRT no low/medium no easy low/medium
CBP no – no easy/medium medium/high
BT no – – easy high

Regardless of this, all of these techniques have found application in the context of games. Table 4,
found at the end of this subsection, presents a brief summary of some of these applications. Section 5
presents even more examples of application of these techniques in combination with learning techniques
in the context of games.

Table 4. Table presenting some of the most common game AI research topics together with examples
of proposed implementations using the planning techniques discussed. The acronyms used in the
table stand for respectively: Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA), General Video Game Playing
(GVGP), macromanagement (MaM), micromanagement (MiM), Opponent Modeling (OM), Learning
from Demonstration (LfD), Procedural Content Generation (PCG), Game Design Support Tools (GDST),
Adaptive Game AI (AGAI), Path Finding (PF), Multi-Agent Coordination (MAC), and Narrative
Planning (NP) regarding the research topics and Reactive Planning (RP), Deliberative Planning (DP),
Partial Satisfaction Planning (PSP), Epistemic Planning (EP), Temporal Planning (TP), Intentional
Narrative Planning (INP), and Partial-Order Planning (POP) for the planning techniques (the acronyms
not yet specified). In the table, A* represents both A* and its variants.

Research Topics Planning Techniques

DDA MCTS [26,168], BT [214]
GVGP MCTS [177–179]

MaM/MiM (HTN, MCTS) [162], MCTS [171–173], RP [186], POP [187]
OM CBP [210], MCTS [175]
LfD A* [151], CBP [208,209]
PCG POP [195]

GDST (A*, RRT, MCTS) [152], RRT [200–203], BT [212,213]

AGAI A* [150], RRT [198], CBP [206]. HTN [7,155,156],
MCTS [169,170,174,176], (DP, RP) [189], EP [188]

PF A* [148,149], RRT [197]
MAC HTN [157,158], MCTS [166,167], PSP [191]
NP HTN [161], TP [192], EP [193], INP [194]
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Overall, and as a conclusion, it can be said that planning has achieved significant success in game
AI. Proof of this is the crucial role that planning has performed in achieving several milestones in AI
research. Planning has also helped further enrich the gaming ecosystem. Examples of this include the
introduction of a new game genre, anticipation games, where planning is used as the key concept both
at design time and run time [218], games that rely heavily on planning [219], and prototyping gaming
platforms aimed specifically to ease the modeling process of planning agents (social interaction in this
case) [220].

Despite this however, there is still plenty left to do, particularly concerning the integration
of AP techniques in the context of games. Apart from the difficulties arising from the fact that
these techniques use a restricted model of the problem, other difficulties still need to be properly
addressed. One such difficulty concerns the different representations used by both domains (mostly
declarative in the case of planning techniques and procedural in the case of virtual environments),
although some efforts have been made in order to implement tools to bridge the gap between both
domains (e.g., Bowyer [221]). Finally, as yet another example, more research efforts must be put into
devising systems that not only plan but also act in the sense that they are adaptable and react to
changes, detecting plan execution failures and/or unsuitability, due to the changes occurring in the
environment, and replanning accordingly [222]. The Planning Execution and LEarning Architecture
(PELEA) [223,224] is an example of work that addresses these challenges.

Ultimately, integrating automated planning techniques in the domain of games can prove to be
highly beneficial since these techniques deal with higher abstractions to represent the world, such as
objects and relationships between objects, which in turn allow more powerful reasoning techniques such
as propositional logic and first-order-logic to be leveraged during the reasoning process. The Planning
Execution Observation Reinforcement Learning (PEORL) [225] framework is an example of work in
this direction.

4.3. Planning in Commercial Games

F.E.A.R. is considered to be one of the first commercial video games to successfully use a planner
(GOAP [183]) to model the behavior of agents, at a time where the most commonly used techniques to
define the behaviors of NPCs were FSMs and BTs [226]. While these techniques give full authoring
control to the designer and allow agents to be reactive, they also have some drawbacks, for example
the agents cannot plan further ahead in time (i.e., long-term plans), and support for multi-agent
coordination is also very limited. Planners were therefore introduced in video games in order to
address some of these shortcomings.

After the success of F.E.A.R., many other games started to implement action planners. Examples of
such commercial games in which planners were used to model the behavior of the NPCs and, in some
cases, also to coordinate them, include titles such as [226] Dirty Harry, Tomb Raider, Middle-Earth:
Shadow of Mordor, Killzone 2 (the first to use HTNs), Killzone 3, Transformers: Fall of Cybertron,
Dying Light, and PlannedAssault, a mission generator for ARMA II. These planners, as well as most of
the planners used in commercial video games, use some modified and or extended version of STRIPS
or HTNs [226]. Other examples of planning techniques used in commercial video games include A*
for path finding, a task in which it has achieved great popularity [183], and MCTS to create interesting
and strong AI players that can play more like a human player in the AI Factory’s Mobile Card game
Spades [170].

5. Planning and Learning in Games

As outlined in the previous sections, planning and learning techniques have found a wide
variety of successful applications in the domain of games. However, both paradigms present some
shortcomings. Planning techniques for example, require a model of the environment as well as an
accurate description of the planning task (e.g., the specification of the actions that can be performed) to
plan, which may not be readily available in more complex environments, such as those featured in
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video games [20]. In the case of learning techniques, when dealing with more complex environments,
such as video games, the learning process may become too slow and fail to derive a solution within a
practical time frame, if not provided any guidance (e.g., the agent may spend too much time exploring
suboptimal actions) [21]. Both paradigms may however be combined to address these shortcomings.
Although representing distinct research areas, planning and learning try to solve similar problems and
share some similarities in terms of techniques and methodologies. In fact, they can complement each
other [22]. As an example of this, and in the case of the shortcomings given as examples earlier on,
learning techniques can be used to learn a world model, whereas planning techniques can be used to
guide the exploration of the learning process towards more promising areas of the state space.

This has led many researchers to explore different methodologies to combine the techniques from
both paradigms, leveraging their individual strengths in order to derive better solutions. This section
presents some of this work in the context of game AI under three different perspectives: Section 5.1
discusses the use of planning techniques to improve the learning process; conversely, Section 5.2
discusses the use of learning techniques to improve and enhance planning techniques; and, finally,
Section 5.3 discusses the combination of both paradigms in order to derive better solutions. Section 5.4
concludes the discussion and presents some overall considerations and final remarks.

5.1. Planning applied to Learning

While learning techniques have obtained significant success in the context of game AI, training an
agent may present several challenges. For example, in complex environments such as video games,
the learning process can be inefficient and slow. Furthermore, in some cases, the performance of the
controllers obtained may be suboptimal. As previously mentioned, planning techniques may be used to
deal with these challenges. This subsection is devoted to the presentation of some of these approaches.

5.1.1. Speeding-up Learning

Reward Shaping

Learning techniques such as RL do not make any assumptions about the environment in which
they must operate or, in other words, they are not given any prior domain knowledge. However, as the
state (and or action) space of the problem increases, the learning process may become much slower and
even fail to learn the task within a practical time frame [21]. A reason for this is that during exploration
RL may spend too much time performing suboptimal steps since it is not given any guidance on where
to explore. Knowledge-based RL (KBRL) addresses this issue by incorporating domain knowledge
into RL as a way to guide the learning process away from suboptimal regions of the state space and
towards more promising ones in order to find the optimal policy more quickly.

Work in the field of KBRL has demonstrated that reward shaping, the process of using additional
rewards as a way of providing prior knowledge to the learning process, can significantly speed-up the
learning process [21]. Of particular interest to the discussion is plan-based reward shaping, an instance
of KBRL in which prior knowledge is encoded as a high-level STRIPS plan used to derive the additional
rewards that will help guide the learning process. Examples of applications of plan-based reward
shaping include research focused on scaling RL to more complex scenarios, such as macromanagement
in the RTS game StarCraft: Broodwar [21], and on improving the convergence speed and optimality
(i.e., the quality of the policies obtained) of RL techniques such as Sarsa and Dyna-Q [227].

5.1.2. Improving the performance of Learning

Learning from Imitation

Although model-free DRL approaches such as DQN can achieve good results even without being
given any guidance during the learning process, in many cases planning-based approaches can achieve
better results, although they are, in general, orders of magnitude slower. This observation is the base
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of the work presented in [228], which proposes an approach that uses UCT-based agents to generate
training data offline to train a CNN to play Atari games. The rationale behind this is that the use of
UCT-based agents (acting as experts playing the game) can potentially generate a dataset of gameplay
traces of high quality that can be used to guide the learning process of the CNN controller through
imitation learning. This can also be an alternative solution to generate these traces when human
players are not available. Given the expected high quality of this dataset, the trained CNN should
be able to outperform a similar controller trained without any guidance, as is the case in traditional
model-free DRL. Indeed, from the three methods presented, two, namely, UCTtoClassification and
UCTtoClassification-Interleaved, outperformed the results obtained by the DQN controller proposed
in [229] in all of the seven Atari 2600 games tested.

Board Games

As previously discussed in Section 3, DRL has achieved great success in classical board games such
as NeuroDraughts [63] in checkers and TD-Gammon [15,230] in backgammon. Both programs were
trained with minimal human intervention (although hand-crafted features were used to improve the
performance of both programs) via self-play (i.e., playing against other versions of themselves) using a
TDL method. NeuroDraughts was able to beat quite-skilled human players, whereas TD-Gammon
achieved master level play. In both cases, the incorporation of planning, in the form of a search method,
proved to be beneficial in increasing the performance of the agent. In fact, in [230] the author argues
that if the search level could be increased (to 3-ply in this particular case), many of TD-Gammon’s
technical endgame errors could possibly be eliminated. The incorporation of a search method also
helped speeding-up the learning process by reducing the space of potential moves that the learning
algorithm has to explore to find optimal moves.

5.2. Learning Applied to Planning

Planning techniques have obtained significant success in the context of game AI, but also present
some shortcomings, particularly when faced with complex environments featuring uncertainty and
partial observability, such as in video games. Apart from the fact that a model may not be readily
available in such environments, some games incorporate simultaneous decision making (i.e., agents
perform actions simultaneously) and can even pose constraints on the amount of time the agent is
given to decide on its actions (e.g., RTS games), posing additional challenges to planning techniques.
Furthermore, aspects such as uncertainty and partial observability, which characterize most video
games (e.g., RTS and FPS games), may demand constant replanning in order to account for the changes
occurring in the environment. These and other challenges are further discussed in the context of
RTS games in [231]. As previously mentioned, learning techniques may be used to deal with these
challenges. This subsection is devoted to the presentation of some of these approaches.

5.2.1. Model-Based Reinforcement Learning

As previously stated, model-based RL can be used for planning. A concrete example of this
is the Imagination-Based Planner (IBP) [232], an algorithm devised to learn all the components of
the planning process, more specifically, how to construct, evaluate, and execute plans, solely from
experience. During this learning process, IBP is free to decide whether to act or imagine, and even how
to imagine. Plans are derived by proposing imagined actions and recording the expected quality of
possible sequences of these actions. When a sequence of actions (plan) with an expected high reward is
encountered, IBP may decide to perform those actions on the environment (i.e., act).

At a high level, IBP works as follows: at each step a manager decides whether to act or
imagine. When acting, the controller performs an action on the environment (real-world), whereas
when imagining (i.e., during an imagination step), the controller proposes an imagined action that
is subsequently evaluated via a model of the world. The manager can decide on the number of
imagination steps to perform and also on which previous imagined or real state to imagine from.
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All data generated during these steps, whether acting or imagining, is aggregated in a memory that is
used to influence future decisions; see Figure 9.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 25 of 55 
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The Collaborative Action Planning with Intention Recognition (CAPIR) [233] architecture is yet
another example. The focus of CAPIR is to provide a methodology to derive NPCs capable of assisting
human players in collaborative games. At a very high level, the action planning process in CAPIR
is implemented as follows. During the subtask planning phase (performed offline), the main task is
subdivided into subtasks encoded as MDPs. VI is then used to derive the collaboratively optimal action
policy for each of these MDPs. During runtime and at each step, Bayesian inference is used to infer the
subtask currently being pursued by the human player, a process referred to as intention recognition.
Given this knowledge, the NPC can use the appropriate action policy learned previously to determine
the most suitable actions to be carried out in order to assist the human player in the intended subtask.

5.2.2. Monte Carlo Methods

Monte Carlo methods are learning methods that learn from experience either sampled from real
or simulated interaction with the environment [95]. Particle Filters (PFs) [234,235] are an example
of this family of methods. PFs use a set of particles (or samples) to represent the probability density
function (PDF) of the state of a stochastic system, which is iteratively refined via resampling. PFs can
be used for example to solve dynamic state estimation problems, given partial or noisy observations.

Examples of application of PFs in the context of games include the Partially Observable Monte-Carlo
Planning (POMCP) [236] algorithm and POMCoP (Partially Observable Monte-Carlo Cooperative
Planning) [237], its variant to create NPC sidekicks in cooperative games. Both algorithms combine
PFs, used to update the agent’s belief state, with MCTS, used to plan based on the current belief state.
PFs also allowed both algorithms to be scaled to significantly larger POMDPs (Partially Observable
MDPs) where planning successfully was previously not possible. In the case of POMCoP, planning in
belief space (i.e., the space of probability distributions over possible configurations of the world) also
allows the AI agents (NPC sidekicks) to reason about how their own actions affect their knowledge
(i.e., their beliefs) about the intentions of the human player (or collaborator).

Another example of an MC-based method is the MC Counterfactual Regret Minimization (MCCFR)
algorithm. MCCFR was used to train Pluribus [238], the computer program that achieved above top
human professional level play in six-player no-limit Texas hold’em poker, via self-play. MCTS (already
presented in 4.1.3) is yet another example of a MC-based method.

5.2.3. Evolutionary Planning

Several EA-based approaches have been proposed to solve the planning problem, both online and
offline. One such example, which draws inspiration from MCTS, is the Rolling Horizon Evolutionary
Algorithm (RHEA) [239]. RHEA was proposed as a potentially faster alternative to MCTS in the
context of RTS games (i.e., it can explore the search space more rapidly), where MCTS is often limited
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in the extent of search it can perform due to the constraints imposed on the amount of time the player
is given to decide upon which actions to perform. Similarly to MCTS rollouts, RHEA evolves a plan
using a model of the environment during a specified amount of time. The first action of the evolved
plan is then performed by the agent on the real environment and a new plan is evolved as before.
This process, referred to as rolling horizon, is repeated until the game is over. The term rolling horizon
refers to the fact that planning occurs until a limited look-ahead in the game, after which the agent must
replan. RHEA has been subject to several enhancement proposals (e.g., [240,241]) and RHEA-based
approaches have been used with some degree of success in the GVGAI competition [2].

Closely related to RHEA is the Online Evolutionary Planning (OEP) [242] algorithm, proposed
in the context of multi-action adversarial games. OEP is more general than RHEA and proposes an
approach where the plan, evolved for a complete turn, is performed to its completion as opposed
to the rolling approach proposed in RHEA, where only the first action of the plan is executed and
subsequently a new plan is evolved. Continual OEP (COEP) [243] proposes an enhancement to both
RHEA and OEP, and continually optimizes its plans while the game is being played, taking into account
new available information. This allows COEP to adapt faster to the changes occurring in the game
while still performing long-term planning. COEP was tested on the macromanagement task in the RTS
game StarCraft where it achieved promising results.

Other examples of EA-based planning in the context of games include the work in [244], fast random
genetic search (FRGS) [245] and stochastic plan optimization (SPO) [246]. In [244], the authors augment
a car racing controller with a planning module in the car racing simulator TORCS. The parameters
of the planning module are evolved via EAs and a model of the track is learned and used by this
planning module to derive the driving behavior of the agent interchangeably with a basic controller
(also evolved via EAs). FRGS uses EAs to evolve complete plans that specify the strategies for each
individual unit of an entire army using a portfolio of strategies in multi-agent planning environments
applied to combat scenarios in RTS games. Finally, SPO is an offline EA-based technique devised to
find and optimize plans in RTS games. Expert plans, consisting of traces of human players playing the
game, annotated with the goals being pursued, are used to initialize SPO’s search in plan space.

5.2.4. Deep Neural Network Architectures for Planning

Concerning the planning task, DNNs have found successful application in solving the problem
of automatically learning a model of the environment, which, as previously mentioned, is essential
to planning (e.g., model-based RL). A somewhat more recent line of research proposes to embed
planning in the DNN architecture itself, further blurring the line between planning, DL and DRL.
This subsection presents several examples of these methodologies and their different approaches to the
planning problem.

Imagination-Augmented Agents

Imagination-augmented agents (I2As) [71] combine aspects from both model-free and model-based
RL in order to improve data efficiency and robustness to model errors. Similarly to model-free
approaches, I2As can be trained directly on low-level observations (i.e., raw images) with little domain
knowledge. Moreover, I2As also use a model of the world in order to simulate imagined trajectories
(or imagine). However, unlike conventional model-based methods, which usually suffer in terms of
performance when dealing with imperfect models, I2As use approximate models and learn to interpret
their imperfect predictions, making them more robust to model errors and misspecifications. At a high
level, the I2A architecture is composed of five main components, namely, the model of the environment,
the imagination core (IC), the rollout policy, the rollout encoder, and the policy module.

The model of the world, which can be either pretrained or trained conjointly with the agent,
is implemented by a CNN, which takes as input the current observation and action and predicts
the next observation and reward. The imagination core (IC) rolls out this model multiple times
(i.e., over multiple time steps) by first initializing it with the current real observation and subsequently
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with simulated observations. During this rollout phase, the actions are chosen according to the rollout
policy. The resultant imagined trajectories are processed into a single result and interpreted by the
rollout encoder. In other words, the rollout encoder learns to interpret this result or, even more
specifically, it learns to extract useful information in terms of the agent’s decision or ignore it when
appropriate. Finally, the policy module combines the information extracted from the model-based
predictions with the output of a model-free trajectory, obtained using real observations, and outputs
the imagination-augmented policy and estimated value.

World Models

The work in [73] explores the implementation of generative neural network models of game
environments (e.g., OpenAI Gym), referred to as world models. These world models can be trained
quickly via unsupervised learning, using observations collected from the actual game environment,
in order to learn a compressed representation of the spatial and temporal aspects of that environment.
The agent can then use this world model during its learning process. A distinctive feature of this model,
however, is that the agent can be entirely trained using only the model and without ever interacting
with the environment as if dreaming or hallucinating via the model. The policy trained this way
(i.e., by dreaming) can then be transferred to the real environment in order to solve the specified task.

At a high level, the agent’s architecture proposed is composed of three main components, namely,
the variational autoencoder (VAE), V; the MDN-RNN (mixture density network combined with a
RNN) model, M; and the controller, C. V learns an abstract (and compressed) representation of each
of the observed frames (i.e., raw images) in the form of a (compressed) latent vector z. M serves as a
predictive model of the future z vectors that V is expected to produce. The controller C is responsible
for choosing the actions at that the agent performs at each time step t, based on the concatenation
of the latent vector z and M’s hidden state ht. After each action at, M updates its own hidden state
using ht and at to derive ht+1; see Figure 10. Finally, the parameters of C are optimized via an EA,
more specifically the Covariance-Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES).
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Embed to Control (E2C) [247], a method for model learning and control in non-linear dynamical
systems, proposes a somewhat similar approach. Similarly to world models, E2C consists of a deep
generative model belonging to the family of autoencoders that can be trained in an unsupervised way,
using raw pixel images. The model is derived from a control formulation in latent space, holds a
belief over viable trajectories in sensory space and supports long-term prediction of image sequences
or trajectories. Overall, the objective of E2C is to simplify the problem of locally optimal control in
high-dimensional non-linear systems by identifying a low-dimensional latent space where this optimal
control can be performed more easily.

Value Iteration Networks

The value iteration network (VIN) [248] implements a differentiable approximation of the VI
planning algorithm, referred to as the VI module, which is represented as a CNN and can be trained
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using standard backpropagation. This VI module is effectively embedded as a planning module
within the VIN architecture and can be trained end-to-end to learn to plan. The core idea behind
the VI module is that each iteration of VI can be thought of as passing the previous value function
V and reward function R through a convolution layer and a max polling layer. Each channel in the
convolution layer corresponds to the Q-function for a specific action. This layer is max-polled over
the actions’ channels to produce the next iteration value function layer V (i.e., choose the action that
maximizes the Q-function). The convolution kernel weights correspond to the transition probabilities
P. Given this analogy, recurrently applying a convolution layer K times is equivalent to performing K
iterations of VI.

MCTSnets

MCTSnets [249] incorporate simulation-based search inside a DNN. More specifically, MCTSnets
implement a neural version of MCTS (i.e., includes the same processing phases as MCTS) that learns
where, what, and how to search. The idea is to maintain the desirable properties of MCTS (e.g., the use
of a model and structured memory), while at the same time retaining some flexibility in order to
improve some of its aspects such as the choice of nodes to expand and the statistics to store in memory
and how they are propagated. In order to achieve this, MCTSnets replace every component of MCTS
with a richer, learnable component.

At a high level, the computation of the network proceeds similarly to a MCTS simulation, starting
from the root state and using a tree policy to choose the nodes to visit (i.e., the trajectory to traverse)
until a leaf node is reached. Leaf nodes are expanded and evaluated by an embedding network and
their memory vectors are initialized (i.e., the statistics gathered during search). At the end of each
simulation, a backup network is used to update the memory vectors of all the nodes visited during
the simulation (nodes are updated from child to parent up the trajectory). After the specified number
of simulations has been performed, the memory vector of the root node (i.e., its statistics) is used to
choose the action to be performed.

RNN-Based AI

RNN-Based AIs (RNNAIs) [250] are designed to learn a predictive model of the (initially unknown)
environment where they must operate and then use it in order to plan and reason. RNNAIs can
be trained on never-ending sequences of tasks provided either by a human user or invented by the
RNNAI itself in order to improve its RNN-based world model. A distinctive feature of RNNAIs is that
they learn to actively query their model in order to carry out abstract reasoning, planning and decision
making (or as the author puts it, they ‘learn to think’).

At the core of the RNNAI architecture is the RNN-based controller/model (CM) system, used to
plan and reason abstractly and efficiently (e.g., by ignoring spatio-temporal details that are irrelevant
to the problem, similarly to what humans do) according to Algorithmic Information Theory (AIT)
principles. At a high level, the CM system proposed works as follows. An RNN-based controller
C controls the agent while it interacts with an initially unknown (and possibly partially observable)
environment. This interaction history is stored and used to train an RNN-based world model M,
which learns to predict new inputs from histories of previous inputs and actions. Predictive coding is
used to compress the history. C may speed-up its search for rewarding behavior by learning to query
and exploit the knowledge encoded in M and can also get intrinsic reward for creating experiments
that improve M.

5.2.5. Planning as Inference

Planning as inference (PAI) [251] uses inference techniques to solve the planning problem
(i.e., the planning problem is transformed or translated into an inference problem). At a very high
level, the main idea in PAI is to use a joint probability distribution over actions, outcome states and
rewards as the base to construct an internal model of the environment. The agent can then use this
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model to plan, by sampling potential action-outcome trajectories from it or by assuming that its actions
will yield reward (i.e., condition on reward), and then use inverse inference to discover the actions that
strengthen this assumption. The work in [252] is an example of the use of PAI in the context of games.

5.2.6. MCTS Enhancements

As already mentioned in Section 4.1.3, MCTS has become a popular algorithm of choice to address
a wide variety of challenges in game AI. However, MCTS in its basic form may not be suitable for
all environments. Examples of this include games with high-branching factors such as turn-based
multi-action adversarial games (e.g., Risk and Civilization) [253], games with sparse rewards, or games
that put constraints on the time the agent is allowed to plan [254] and general video game playing, given
that in this scenario MCTS may not have sufficient game-specific information to derive informative
simulations (or rollouts) [255]. Another opportunity to enhance MCTS arises from the possibility of
incorporating domain knowledge into the MCTS process in order to increase its performance [256].

These shortcomings and enhancement opportunities have given rise to a plethora of different
methodologies, sharing in common the use of learning techniques to improve the speed, scalability,
and performance of MCTS. The various enhancements proposed vary in focus and include, for example,
devising tree and rollout policies that are more suitable than the originally proposed policies or finding
ways to enhance those policies, implementing value functions that can substitute the simulations
altogether or that can be used to stop the simulations earlier, and tuning the parameters of MCTS online.

Concerning the enhancement of the policies used in MCTS, several different approaches have
been proposed. One such example is the Informed MCTS (INMCTS) [257] algorithm. INMCTS uses
Bayesian models to derive models of strong players, in terms of their action probabilities, which are
used by the tree policy (or rollout policy) to improve the performance of MCTS in RTS games. Another
example is the work in [258], which incorporates a NN trained to predict the outcomes of games via
supervised learning in the rollout policy for the early termination of simulations during rollouts in
Hearthstone. Yet other approaches have used EAs to evolve rollout policies that can use information
from the current game state [255,259,260] and TDL to enhance the tree policy [261] and both the tree
and the rollout policies [256].

Examples concerning the remaining enhancements mentioned include the use of TDL to assign the
initial values of the nodes in the search tree [256,262] and to substitute the values derived via the average
of the simulations [261] and the Self-Adaptive MCTS (SA-MCTS) [177] algorithm, which proposes an
EA-based approach to tune the parameters of MCTS online (i.e., UCB’s exploration factor and the
search depth). Yet other examples related to the shortcomings also mentioned, include the evolutionary
MCTS (EMCTS) [253] algorithm, which proposes a combination of MCTS with EAs in order to improve
the scalability of MCTS in games with high-branching factors (see Figure 11) and Policy Gradient for
Reward Design (PGRD) [254], a method devised to learn a bonus reward function that can be used to
improve the performance of UCT in gaming environments with sparse rewards or constraints in terms
of the agent’s planning budget.
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actions. An evaluation function is used instead of a rollout after each node expansion.
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5.3. Planning and Learning

The last two sections discussed methodologies to combine planning and learning under two
different perspectives, namely, the use of planning to improve learning and conversely the use of
learning to improve planning. Seen through yet a different perspective, planning and learning may
be combined to derive better solutions by leveraging the strengths of both and taking advantage of
the fact that they are complementary. As shall be seen, several of the most recent achievements in the
history of AI research have used this kind of approach. The objective of this subsection is therefore to
present several methodologies devised to combine planning and learning under this third perspective.

5.3.1. Frameworks for Planning and Learning

Several different methodologies have been proposed to combine planning and learning techniques
in the form of unifying frameworks. This subsection presents some of these frameworks and,
in particular, those proposed in the context of game AI research.

Dyna

The Dyna [263] architecture integrates planning and learning into a single process that operates
alternately on the world and on a model of the world, combining both model-free and model-based
RL. More concretely, during the model-free phase (or learning phase), the agent interacts with the
environment and collects real experience. This real experience is used to learn the model of the
environment and to improve both the policy and the value function. During the model-based phase
(or planning phase), the real experience collected is used to generate simulated experience using the
model learned so far. Similarly to real-experience, simulated experience is used to improve the policy
and the value function; see Figure 12. This alternated process allows Dyna to make better use of real
experience and helps to speed up the learning process. Usually, the same RL algorithm is used in both
the learning and the planning phases. Dyna-PI, based on the policy iteration method, and Dyna-Q,
based on the Q-Learning algorithm, are two examples of this [264].
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Over time, several enhancements were proposed to improve the performance of the Dyna
architecture, such as making better use of the simulated experience. Queue-Dyna [144], Prioritized
Sweeping [265], and RTP-Q [266] propose different ways to achieve this. At a high level, the core idea
underlying these approaches is to prioritize the value function estimate updates of the state-action pairs
according to some measure of their usefulness, concerning the convergence of the learning process.

Another example, more related to games is Dyna-2 [267]. Similarly to Dyna, Dyna-2 also uses
real and simulated experience. However, Dyna-2 uses two separate memories, namely, a long-term
memory, learned from real experience, and a short-term memory, updated from simulated experience.
The long-term memory is used to represent general knowledge about the domain (i.e., knowledge
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independent from the current state), whereas the short-term memory is used to represent local
knowledge (i.e., knowledge specific to the current region of the state space). During search the
short-term memory is used to improve the long-term value function estimates by incorporating local
knowledge. Dyna-2 was used to implement the computer Go program RLGO which achieved the
highest rating among traditional ML-based programs on the 9× 9 Computer Go Server.

Predictron

The predictron [268] architecture integrates planning and learning into an end-to-end training
procedure. Similarly to model-based RL, the predictron uses an internal model represented by a
Markov reward process (MRP), which can be rolled forward by multiple imagined planning steps to
compute the value function estimates. This model is completely abstract in that is does not need to
correspond to the real environment. A sufficient requirement is that the imagined trajectories generated
by this abstract model produce outcomes consistent with those produced by real trajectories occurring
in the real environment. However, unlike traditional model-based RL approaches, this abstract model
is learned conjointly with the parameters of the value function via an end-to-end training procedure.

At a high level, the predictron is applied by rolling forward its abstract model by multiple planning
steps in order to compute internal rewards, discounts, and values over multiple planning depths,
which are then aggregated by an accumulator into an overall estimate of value g. These value estimates
of g are used to optimize the joint parameters of the state representation, model, and value function.
Concerning the accumulator just mentioned, the authors propose two different implementations,
namely the k-step accumulator, which rolls forward its internal model k times and the λ-weighted
accumulator, which combines many k-step predictron returns. Finally, taking advantage of the fact that
each rollout of the predictron generates multiple value estimates g, the authors introduce consistency
updates as a way to provide yet an additional signal to the learning process. Implementation-wise,
the predictron consists of a DNN with an MRP as a recurrent core that is unrolled multiple times.

Temporal-Difference Search

Temporal-difference search (TD search) [269] proposes an approach to high-performance search in
MDPs and two-player games that combines TDL with simulation-based search. TD search tries to solve
two shortcomings of MCTS, namely, the high variance of the estimates produced by the MC simulations
and the independent manner in which the states are evaluated (i.e., there is no generalization between
similar states). Similarly to MCTS, TD search uses simulated experience, derived from a model of the
environment, to update the value function. However, contrary to MCTS, instead of using a search tree,
TD search uses value function approximation and, instead of using MC evaluation, TD search uses
TDL. On one hand using value function approximation means that the outcome of a single simulation,
starting from state s, can be used to update the value function of similar states to s (i.e., generalization
between related states). Furthermore, this value function can approximate the value of states not yet
visited. On the other hand, by using TDL the value function can bootstrap from previous values,
which often translates into a reduction in the variance of its estimates. TD search was tested on the
9× 9 Computer Go Server, where it achieved very good results.

Temporal-Difference Tree Search

Temporal-difference tree search (TDTS) [270] combines RL and MCTS methods into a unifying
framework and family of algorithms that can be understood both as a generalization of MCTS with
RL mechanics, more specifically TDL, and as an extension of RL methods, more specifically TD
methods, with MCTS concepts. From RL, TDTS introduces concepts such as first visit updates and
bootstrapping TD backups to replace MC backups, similarly to TD search. In fact, the two frameworks
are closely related. TD search is, however, more specific to Go, whereas TDTS intends to be more
general. From MCTS, TDTS introduces several concepts such as the incremental representation of the
state space, a mechanism by which only the parts of the state space considered to be more relevant
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are represented or kept in memory at each time, as opposed to the whole state space, as in traditional
value function approximation techniques.

Other MCTS concepts introduced include a representation policy, which defines how the
representation model of the state space is adapted online, a playout value function, used to replace
the missing value estimates of the non-memorized (or non-represented) parts of the state space with
playout values, and a playout policy that derives its decisions based on playout values. Together,
these mechanisms can be used to recreate the four phases of MCTS. Overall, TDTS encompasses
online and offline backups, first-visit and every-visit updates, and on-policy and off-policy control.
An example of an instance of a TDTS method is Sarsa-UCT(λ) [270], an algorithm that has achieved
strong results in the GVGAI competition.

The Options Framework

The options framework [271] proposes a compact and unified framework for temporal abstraction
in the context of RL and MDPs. The core idea is to extend the usual notion of action in RL to include
options, a generalization of primitive actions that includes temporally extended courses of action
(i.e., actions that might result in state transitions of extended and variable duration). An option (J ,π, β)
consists of three components: an initiation set J ⊆ S, a policy π : S×A→ [0, 1] , and a termination
condition β : S+

→ [0, 1] . An option is available in state st if st ∈ J . If the option is taken, actions are
selected according to π until the option terminates according to β, in which case the agent has the
opportunity to select another option.

Examples of options include high level actions such as picking an object, as well as primitive
actions such as joint torques. By integrating temporal abstraction into the MDP framework (via options),
both the planning and learning processes may take advantage of the simplifications and efficiency
gains potentially found when working at higher levels of temporal abstraction. The option-critic
architecture [272] proposes an approach to automatically learn options without the need to provide
additional rewards or subgoals. More specifically, option-critic learns the internal policies π and the
termination functions β of the options simultaneously with the policy over options (the policy used to
choose the options).

Model-Based Reflection and Self-Adaptation

Techniques for model-based introspection (or reflection) endow an agent with a model of its
reasoning processes so that the agent can use this model to analyze its own actions and experiences
and make proper modifications to its knowledge and reasoning (i.e., self-adapt). The Reflective
Evolutionary Mind (REM) [273] is an example of a model-based reflection technique that combines
model-based reflection with generative planning and RL. REM uses the Task Method Knowledge
Language (TMKL) to encode the agent in terms of its reasoning architecture, including the tasks that
the agent can perform and the knowledge used to accomplish them.

At a high level, REM uses the TMKL model of the agent and the trace of its actions (i.e., the internal
processing of the agent while performing a task) to localize the modifications required to the model
of the agent in order to address a failure occurring while executing a task or to enable the agent
to accomplish a new task. Once a modification is located, it is executed via one of the general
adaptation methods available in REM, namely, failure-driven adaptation, generative planning and RL.
Model-based reflection techniques have been used in the context of games, for example, to train AI
agents to play multi-player games in partially observable worlds [274].

Cognitive Architectures

The objective of artificial cognitive architectures is to integrate many of the aspects related to
human cognition, such as emotion, planning, learning, and attention mechanisms, into effective control
systems [275]. The CERA-CRANIUM [276] cognitive architecture is an example of this family of
architectures. At a high level, CERA (Conscious and Emotional Reasoning Architecture) is a control
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architecture structured in layers following a subsumption relation (i.e., higher layers process more
abstract content than lower layers), whereas CRANIUM provides a tool to create and manage parallel
processes. Concerning their application in games, CERA-CRANIUM was used to derive believable or
human-like AI agents in the game Unreal Tournament 2004 [275], whereas CERA was used to test the
cognitive skills of CERA-controlled agents in the game Unreal Tournament 3 [277]).

Yet another example is spiking neural networks (SNNs) [278]. SNNs try to mimic natural
neural networks (e.g., the human brain) more closely than other DNN architectures by incorporating
computational methods analogous to the natural mechanisms found in those NNs, such as neuronal
and synaptic states. SNNs also incorporate the concept of time in their computational model. Overall,
the mathematical model of spiking neurons intends to describe the output of biological neurons in
a more realistic way. Examples of application of SNNs in games include the automatic construction
of environmental states from image inputs in order to derive an agent that can play the side-scroller
game Flappy Bird [279] and goal-directed planning [280].

Cognitive Modeling

Cognitive models govern what the agent knows, how that knowledge is acquired, and how it can
be used to plan actions, and therefore surpass behavioral models. The Cognitive Modeling Language
(CML) [281] was devised to help creating these cognitive models in applications such as advanced
character animation and automated cinematography. CML can be used to integrate domain knowledge,
specified in terms of actions, their preconditions, and effects, into the agent and then direct its behavior
in terms of goals. This in turn can prove to be a very useful game design support tool, since specifying
the behaviors of agents augmented with cognitive skills can be done at a higher level of abstraction
that is more natural and intuitive to the game designer or animator. As an example of this potential
utility, given a behavior outline specified by the animator, the agent may automatically find a sequence
of actions satisfying the specification outlined through reasoning.

Other Frameworks

In addition to the frameworks just mentioned, several others were proposed in the context of
games. The Lazy Explanation-Based Learning (LEBL) [282] framework is one such example. LEBL is
a learning technique devised to learn planning knowledge in two-player games, using incomplete
explanations produced by considering only a subset of the set of possible actions or moves at each
state during the expansion of the state space. Another example is the work in [283], which proposes
an architecture combining the reasoning capabilities of classical planning (i.e., the ability to reason
over long-term goals and devise plans to achieve them) with the reactive control capabilities of NNs
(to execute those plans). Yet another example is the PEORL [225] framework, which proposes a
methodology to address the problem of decision making in dynamic environments with uncertainty,
based on the integration of symbolic planning, to guide the learning process, with hierarchical RL,
to enrich symbolic knowledge and improve planning.

Yet other frameworks devised to integrate planning and learning in more general contexts
other than games include Prodigy [284], an architecture that integrates planning and learning via
mutually interpretable knowledge structures, PELEA [223,224], devised to dynamically integrate a wide
range of state-of-the-art components for planning, execution, monitoring, replanning, and learning,
and the Planning Execution and Learning Architecture (PELA) [285], formulated to use off-the-shelf
interchangeable planning and learning components to solve planning tasks involving uncertainty.

5.3.2. Board Games

As already mentioned, both planning and learning techniques have achieved great success in
classical board games. Despite this, both techniques present some challenges when used in the
context of this game genre. In the case of planning, the success and feasibility of search techniques
relies heavily on domain-specific knowledge to derive good heuristics to simplify the search space
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and to choose features to represent the board positions and construct their evaluation functions.
Furthermore, the performance of these search algorithms can be greatly hindered when tackling games
with uncertainty, such as backgammon, given the limited depth of the search that can be feasibly
achieved [12,230]. In the case of learning, the lack of a look-ahead mechanism may introduce variability
in the quality of the performance of the program throughout the course of the game (e.g., poorer during
endgames), such as in the case of TD-Gammon [230].

This fact led many researchers to combine techniques from both research fields to tackle these
challenges. Examples of this include work in Shogi [286], KnightCap [13] and Meep [14] in chess,
Logistello [11] in Othello, TD-Gammon [15] in backgammon, LS-VisionDraughts [81] in checkers,
and AlphaGo [17] and [262] in Go. Some of these approaches were, in fact, quite successful and
achieved master-level (e.g., KnightCap, Meep, TD-Gammon) and even human world-champion level
play (e.g., Logistello, AlphaGo). Generally, learning is used to learn the representation of the board
positions and their evaluation function, whereas planning is used as a look-ahead mechanism to help
choosing the moves.

In AlphaGo, for example, both a fast rollout policy network pπ and a policy network pσ are first
trained via supervised learning, using game traces of human experts. Next, using games of self-play,
a new policy network pρ, initialized from pσ, is further refined (i.e., trained) via policy gradient learning.
This in turn generates a new dataset that is used to train a value network vθ. All of these networks
are CNNs that automatically learn and extract the appropriate representation of the board positions
(i.e., features) from raw images. Finally, during the MCTS simulations, pρ is used to derive the prior
probabilities for each action during the expansion phase of each node, whereas pπ is used as the
rollout policy to choose the actions during the simulation phase. In practice, pσ was used instead of
pρ because it obtained better results. vθ is used to evaluate the leaf nodes during the backup phase.
AlphaGo Zero [287] further extended this work and relies only on RL without the use of any human
data or domain knowledge, apart from the game rules. When tested against each other, AlphaGo Zero
convincingly defeated AlphaGo.

Another interesting line of research work is Expert Iteration (ExIt) [288], a novel RL algorithm
that has shown great promise by defeating MoHex 1.0, a recent Olympiad Champion, in the board
game Hex. In ExIt, a tree search algorithm, acting as the expert, is used to assist training a DNN, acting
as the apprentice, in a fashion similar to imitation learning. The DNN in turn is used to help improve
the performance of the tree search algorithm during the so-called expert improvement step, where the
DNN can be used as an initial bias to guide the search or to help estimate the values of the states in the
search tree, or both. In practice, this process creates a closed learning loop in which the apprentice and
the expert keep improving each other.

5.3.3. General Video Game Playing

As previously mentioned, GVGP is a challenging research area in which the goal is to devise
general-purpose video game playing agents. While approaches composed of a single technique
(e.g., MCTS and its variants) continue to be quite successful, as proved by the results of the GVGAI
competition presented in [2] (e.g., the winning entries of the CIG-14, CIG-16, and FDG-18 2-player
track legs of the competition), hybrid approaches, such as those featuring the combination of planning
and learning techniques, have also been proposed, with varying degrees of success. One example of
such an approach, which has achieved a lot of success in the context of the GVGAI competition, is the
ToVo2 controller [289], winner of the 2016 World Congress on Computational Intelligence (WCCI)
2-player track and the 2017 Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC-17) 2-player track legs of
the competition. ToVo2 combines MCTS with Sarsa-UCT(λ) [270] in order to take advantage of the
generalization of UCT and the learning capabilities of Sarsa.

SA-MCTS [177] is another example of this type of hybrid approach. SA-MCTS is an algorithm
devised to tune the parameters of MCTS online (i.e., UCB’s exploration factor and the search depth),
using EA-based allocation strategies. Another example is the work in [240], which proposes several
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enhancements to RHEA, including an EA-tree enhancement by which a statistical tree is maintained
alongside the population evolved by RHEA and used at the end of evolution to choose the move to
make (i.e., with the highest UCB value). Yet another example is the work in [290], which leverages EAs
to evolve tree policies for MCTS, one for each of the games used in the study, to try to take advantage
of the characteristics specific to each game. A final example is TD-MCTS [291], an algorithm that
combines True Online Sarsa(λ) [292] and MCTS. True Online Sarsa is used as the rollout policy of
MCTS in order to take advantage of past experience and the domain knowledge automatically acquired
during the learning process.

Other relevant research in the field of GVGP includes the AlphaZero algorithm [293] and the
more recent MuZero algorithm [294]. AlphaZero builds upon and generalizes AlphaGo Zero [287]
to a broader range of classical board games that include Go, chess, and shogi, by combining a
general-purpose DRL algorithm with a general-purpose search technique (i.e., MCTS) into a powerful
algorithm that can learn from scratch through self-play and without using domain-specific knowledge.
AlphaZero achieved astonishing results by convincingly defeating the 2016 TCEC season 9 world
champion (Stockfish) in chess, the 2017 CSA world champion (Elmo) in shogi, and the previously
published version of AlphaGo Zero in Go. MuZero extends AlphaZero to the Atari 2600 gaming
platform, where it was able to achieve a new state of the art (57 games from the Atari 2600 gaming
platform were used for this evaluation). MuZero was also able to match the performance of AlphaZero
in chess, shogi and Go, without being given any knowledge about the rules of these games.

5.3.4. Game Design Support

One of the tasks related to game design is playtesting. Playtesting consists of testing a game by
playing it in order to assess it under several different aspects such as whether it actually works as
intended or if it is fun or aesthetically pleasing. Playtesting is also a costly part of the game design
process [295]. While some of the aspects just mentioned must be performed by human playtesters
(e.g., determine whether the game is aesthetically pleasant), other aspects may be automated (e.g., test
game levels). One approach that intends to address this issue is Monster Carlo 2 (MC2) [295]. MC2
combines the learning capabilities of Unity’s Machine Learning Agents Toolkit with the tree search
capabilities of Monster Carlo [296], a search-based playtesting framework for Unity games, into an
automated playtesting system intended for independent game developers with or without ML expertise.
By combining planning and learning, MC2 can train agents using either gameplay traces from human
experts or via self-play simulations using MCTS, depending on whether these gameplay traces are
available or not. By providing alternative ways to train the agent, MC2 also offers a solution to prevent
unnatural super-human play, resulting from MCTS exploits.

Path finding is yet another example. Real-time heuristic search algorithms are good candidates
to implement path finding in video games (e.g., planning time can be controlled), however, their
performance depends greatly on the search space [297]. This means that developers would have to test
all of the algorithms in order to find the most appropriate one to solve the search problem, given a map.
The work in [297] proposes an approach to automate this process. More specifically, the authors train a
DL classifier to choose the best planning algorithm (from a portfolio of algorithms) to solve the path
finding problem on new yet unseen maps without the need to evaluate the algorithms on those maps.

5.3.5. More Examples of Planning and Learning in Video Games

Besides the approaches already mentioned, planning and learning have been combined to address
a plethora of challenges in a wide variety of video game genres.

Control

Planning and learning have been combined to derive control solutions in several different game
genres. An example of this is the work in [298], where the authors propose an approach to solve
levels of the physics-based platform game GF. The task of solving a level of GF is subdivided into
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the task of solving an individual platform (SP1), deciding on which platform to solve next (SP2),
and moving between platforms (SP3). RL is leveraged to solve SP1 and SP3, whereas a depth-first
search is used to solve SP2. The work in [299] is another example. In this work, RL is used to derive
macro (i.e., the choice of aiming path) and micro (i.e., how to shoot) actions, which are used to guide a
tree search algorithm during the planning phase to choose the appropriate macro and micro actions
according to the specific game situation in nine-ball, a billiards game. Opponent interception in FPS
games is another example. In [300], the authors use inverse RL (IRL) to learn the motion models of
the players from past observations during gameplay, which are combined with a navigational map to
generate a set of likely paths for the opponent. These paths are used to seed the motion models of a
set of particle filters. A planner is then used to create an interception plan based on the output of the
particle filters. Yet more examples include combining DL, for high level strategy selection, and tree
search, to improve the tactical actions of the units, in RTS games [301], and leveraging ML to cluster
table states in order to speed-up the look-ahead search used to plan the shots in CueCard, the winner
of the 2008 Computer Olympiad computational pool tournament [302].

Multi-Agent Environments

Cerberus [303], a machine learning framework for team-based capture-the-flag games, is an
example of work concerning the combination of planning and learning in the context of multi-agent
environments. In Cerberus, RL is used to derive the high-level behavior of the AI agents (i.e., team
behavior), whereas NNs, trained offline via imitation learning from a human trainer, provide their
low-level behavior (i.e., individual behavior). A* is used for path planning (e.g., to plan paths that
avoid allies or enemies or to perform cooperative attacks).

5.3.6. Competitions for Planning and Learning Research

Several competitions have been proposed for planning and learning research in the context of
games. Examples of these competitions include the Geometry Friends Game AI competition [4],
held at CoG (former CIG), and the General Video Game AI competition [2], held at several different
conferences (e.g., FDG, WCCI, CoG).

The GF competition is divided into two tracks, namely the Cooperative track and the Single
AI track, which in turn is subdivided into two subtracks, the Circle track and the Rectangle track.
The focus of the Cooperative Track is the development of agents that can cooperate in order to solve
the levels of the game. The Circle track and the Rectangle track are devoted to the development of
an agent to control the circle character and the rectangle character respectively. The competition is
based on the GF game, a cooperative physics-based puzzle game where two agents, namely a circle
and a rectangle, featuring different skills, are used to solve the levels of the game (i.e., collect all the
diamonds scattered around the multiple platforms in the level). The purpose of these different agents
is to foster different types of research. The circle agent presents more challenges in terms of movement
control (e.g., timing jumps) and is usually more amenable to learning techniques, whereas the rectangle
agent presents more challenges in terms of solving the puzzle (e.g., determine the order to collect the
diamonds) and is therefore more amenable to planning techniques. Examples of work proposed in the
context of the GF competition can be found in [4,298].

The goal of the GVGAI competition, as previously mentioned, is to foster the implementation
of general game playing agents that can play well in a variety of different games, without human
intervention. The competition is divided into Game Playing tracks and PCG tracks. More specifically,
the Game Playing Tracks consist of the Single-Player and Two-Player Planning tracks and the
Single-Player Learning track, whereas the PCG tracks consist of the Level Generation track and the
Rule Generation track. While the single-player planning track and the single-player learning track
promote research on planning and learning techniques, respectively, the two-player planning track
introduces opponent modeling and interaction with other agents in the game as additional challenges,
presenting further opportunities to combine planning and learning. Furthermore, the set of games
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used in the competition is chosen in order to span a wide spectrum of technical challenges. In this
way, some games, such as cooperative games, may favor some techniques (e.g., MCTS), whereas other
games, such as puzzle games, may favor yet different techniques (e.g., EAs) [2]. Examples of work
proposed in the context of the GVGAI competition can be found in [2,289].

5.4. Discussion

The previous subsections presented methodologies to combine planning and learning from
three different points of view. While the first two concerned the use of one paradigm to improve
the other, namely, planning applied to improve learning and learning applied to improve planning,
the last presented methodologies to combine the strengths of both. Given this, some interesting
remarks are noteworthy. One such remark is that several learning techniques can be used for planning
(e.g., EAs, DNNs, DRL). In the case of DNNs, some of the approaches presented are even starting to
incorporate planning into the architecture of the DNN itself, further blurring the line between learning
and planning.

Another interesting remark concerns the wealth and diversity of research dedicated to the
enhancement of MCTS via several learning techniques such as DRL and EAs. This again seems to prove
the huge popularity and widespread application of MCTS in games. Furthermore, other techniques
such as DNNs are taking inspiration from MCTS in order to derive novel solutions (e.g., MCTSnets).
AP techniques, on the other hand, as already pointed out in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2, continue to be
less popular, hinting at the need of further research work concerning their integration with learning
and, more specifically, regarding the implementation of methods, tools, and algorithms to make this
integration easier and more attractive.

Yet another interesting observation concerns the plethora of frameworks that have been proposed
in the literature to integrate planning and learning. Not only do these frameworks present very
different approaches to achieve this, they also incorporate different influences from other research
fields such as neurobiology and cognitive science (e.g., SNNs). A final remark concerns the astonishing
success achieved by the combination of DRL and MCTS, an approach that has played a major role
in some of the most recent milestones in AI research, such as AlphaGo, AlphaGo Zero, AlphaZero,
and MuZero.

Overall, the combination of planning and learning, concerning the three points of view presented,
has achieved significant success in game AI. Nevertheless, there are still some opportunities for
improvement. One such opportunity was discussed in Section 4.2 and concerns the need to devise
easier ways of combining AP with learning techniques, given that these planning techniques allow
the use of more powerful reasoning approaches, such as first-order-logic. Another opportunity for
improvement concerns general video game playing. While some hybrid approaches combining
planning and learning have been proposed with some success in this domain, approaches consisting of
a single technique such as MCTS continue to be quite popular and successful, hinting at the fact that
hybrid approaches can be further improved.

Yet another concern relates to the hardware requirements of some of these approaches. In the
case of AlphaGo, the final version used a parallelized architecture of over 48 CPUs and 8 GPUs,
and training of, for example, the policy network pσ, took around 3 weeks on 50 GPUs. While hardware
improvements can undoubtedly mitigate these concerns, devising methodologies to further fine tune
these algorithms in terms of data efficiency and speed of the learning process may present itself as yet
another opportunity for further improvements. Table 5 presents some examples of combinations of
techniques from planning and learning and related work.
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Table 5. Combinations of planning and learning techniques and examples of related work. In the
table the following terms were abbreviated as: classical planning (CP), Alpha-Beta (α-β), depth-first
search (DFS), Bayesian model (BM), heuristic search (HS), look-ahead search (LAS), and Wavefront
Planner (WFP).

Techniques Examples of Related Work

PF, MCTS POMCP [236], POMCoP [237]
DL, MCTS [228,258,301]
DRL, CP [21,283]

EA, Minimax Anaconda [80]
EA, α-β Blondie25 [79]

DRL, Minimax NeuroDraughts [63], KnightCap [13]
DRL, EA, α-β LS-VisionDraughts [81]

DRL, HS TD-Gammon [15,230]
BM, MCTS INMCTS [257]
EA, MCTS SA-MCTS [177], EMCTS [253], [240,255,259,260,290]

DRL, MCTS PGRD [254], TDTS [270], AlphaGo [17], AlphaGo Zero [287], ExIt [288],
TD-MCTS [291], AlphaZero [293], MuZero [294], MC2 [295], [256,261,299]

DRL, A* Cerberus [303]
RL, DFS [298]

IRL, PF, WFP [300]
RL, α-β Meep [14]
ML, α-β Logistello [11,52]
ML, LAS CueCard [302]
RL, UCT [262]

RL, Minimax [286]

6. Conclusions

The purpose of this work was to present a survey of planning and learning in game AI, with a
particular focus on the many methodologies proposed to combine both techniques. The paper
started by presenting some of the most relevant challenges in game AI as a cursory introduction to
this research field. Next, the most well-known learning and planning techniques were presented.
Each technique was briefly introduced in terms of its theoretical foundations and applications in games.
The perspective of the gaming industry, regarding the adoption of these techniques, was also briefly
discussed. The purpose of this discussion was to serve as an introduction to learning and planning,
both as two separate subfields of AI with distinct purposes and featuring different approaches, and as
standalone techniques that have achieved great success and application in games.

The paper then presented multiple methodologies proposed to combine planning and learning.
The discussion was structured from three different points of view, namely, the application of planning
techniques to improve learning; conversely, the application of learning techniques in order to improve
planning; and, lastly, the combination of both techniques, leveraging their individual strengths and
complementary relationship to derive better solutions. The many open challenges and possible
future research directions concerning these research fields were also briefly presented and discussed.
The paper concludes with some additional remarks concerning what to be expected in the future,
regarding planning and learning research in games.

6.1. Research

It is expectable that new algorithms, methods, and frameworks will continue to be developed in
academia concerning research on planning and learning in games, with particular focus on hybrid
techniques integrating DL with other learning and planning techniques. It is also foreseeable that
DL, DRL, and EAs in learning research and MCTS in planning research will continue to be the most
popular (and dominant) techniques in the near future. It also seems that academia has begun to favor
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learning techniques as their main approach to implement planning. This is another research topic that
will most likely gain significant attention.

6.2. Research Topics

Concerning the existing research areas, it is expectable that topics such as Transfer Learning,
Adaptive Game AI, and General Video Game Playing will continue to be further improved. MuZero is
an example of recent work in GVGP and other examples will likely follow. Regarding newer research
topics, it is to be expected that academia will continue to push the state of the art in the domain of
E-sports, RTS games, multiplayer online games, and virtual, augmented and mixed reality-based
games, which begin to have a more noticeable presence in the video game market.

6.3. Academia and the Gaming Industry

Finally, it can be expected that academia and the gaming industry will begin to approach
development more closely, so that the industry can profit from the astonishing accomplishments
derived in academia. This may, however, be a slow process. On one hand, academia will need time
to implement mechanisms that allow these techniques to be more easily programmed, debugged,
fine-tuned, and interpretable by their human programmers, allowing greater authorial control over the
artificial agents created that use them. On the other hand, the industry will need time to adapt and
master this new ecosystem of technical solutions to create more immersive and realistic game AI.
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